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IN NEED OF RESPECT

C-USA INCOMING
Fl ELD PREVIEW

UCF's most underappreciated sports programs

WILD ABOUT HARRY
BOOK RELEASEJHRILLS
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,. Nude resident chased by caped crusader
.

,

of freshmen by developing a prospects loved having that
freshman-only building on the ' option, so we thought we would
property. However, in the wake offer it at Pegasus Connection
of such scandalous behavior by as well," explained Heather
some freshmen, students are Sizemore, a representative for
mer, .a nd most students say they wondering if the large concen- the property.
enjoy the atmosphere created tration of freshmen off campus
According to Sizemore, the
by living with a large' group of will be a disaster waiting to hap- building, which features a prime
freshmen - even if they have to pen.
location near the complex's
endure seeing naked people
The decision to create such a swimming pool and clubhouse,
being chased by Batma,n front ·building resulted from the suc- has a lot to offer new students.
"For students that may have ·
cess of a similar arrangement at
time-to-time.
Pegasus Connection, a local the sister Pegasus Pointe apart- been interested in living on
student housing complex, is try- · ment complex. "It was some- campus, but were not able to .
ing to capitalize on the sense of thing we , were able to imple- due to space restrictions, this is
camaraderie developed in a liv- ment this year that was a great option for them.
ing situation comprised mostly amazingly
popular. Our
"In this building, they will

Age-specific student housing lea~s some to ,wonder if so
many freshmen can reside in same apar4nent complex ·
'

MARK JUSTICE AND SEAN LAVIN
Staff Writers

•

Many apartment complexes,
both on- and off-campus, offer
freshman-only housing. However, some,people have questioned whether or not grouping
together so many inexperienced
college students could ultimately lead .t o trouble.
1 These concerns were vividly

displayed recently after residents living in the Academic
Village reported seeing a nude
person leaping from the roof of
·a freshman resident hall during
the wee hours of Sunday morning last week. The naked individual was allegedly being
chased by another freshman
dressed as Batman.
·
Academic Village houses'
mostly freshmen over the sum-

Death of friends
leaves students
to·battle grief
- ~

.
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Denial and anger part of multitude of
emotions faced when loved ones are lost
JESSICA LINDBLAD

••

.

a

have stronger sense of community knowing that not' only
their roommates, but all of their
neighbors, will be experiencing
the same things during their
first year," Sizemore said.
When questioned about how
the new building . at Pegasus
Connection will differ from oncampus housing, Sizemore
made it clear that she hoped it
/ would not.
"The main goal is to make
the living environment in this
building as similar to living· on
·

Contributing Writer

. While away from home at college, unexpected tragedies take
the lives of students and leave
family members asking ''why?"
But when a student passes
away, family members ·are not
the· only ones affected. Close
friends share an earth-shattering
loss, throwing them into different stages of grief.
·
. "C0mmon stages of loss
include denial, anger, bargaining,
depression and acceptance,"
Larry Marks, a staff psychologist
at UCF's Counseling Center,
said. "People feel a variety of
emotions after a loss, depending
on their individual situation.
Although these stages are not
sequential, they are common
·feelings'people experience."
Sebastian Sae_ttone, a junior

double majoring-in business and
hospitality, has been grieving for
his two best friends since April
23, 2005.
After leaving his party that
night, Chris Leo, 19, and Cliff
Cole, 19, climbed into Leo's blue
Lincoln Town Car. As they
pulled up to the intersection of
Econlockhatchee Road and University Bouleyard, they turned
on music and started to unwind
.from a busy night.
When the light turned green,
Leo began to tum left.onto University Boulevard when a driver
under the influence of alcohol
rari a red light and struck them
head on.
Neither Leo or Cole was
wearing a seatbelt, and both
were thrown into the windshield.
PLEASE SEE

Quick bite
·On June 25, 14-yearold Jamie Daigle was
killed as the result of a
shark attack off the
coast near Destin.

TRAGEDIES ON A?

·Two days after Daigle's
death, 16-year-old
Craig Hutto lost a leg to
a shark while fishing
off the coast of Panama
City.
·• One week later,
Austrian tourist Armin
Trojer was airlifted to a
hospital after a shark
bit his ankle off the
coast of Boca Grande. ·

.
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The Golden Knight Plaza Tower I is already sold out and applications for Tower II are being taken.

.

New dorms feature
high.;class amenities
.will consist of high-profile
restaurants and possibly a movie
theater.
Jeffrey Novak, associate
director of housing and residence life, looks forward to the
grand opening of a housing facilDIANA BOSCH
ity that he believes will provide
Contributing Writer
students with an atmosphere
Opening its doors on Aug. 15 where they can "live, learn, work
is UCF's newest addition to on- and play." ·
campus housing, Golden Knight
Novak said the community is
Plaza. The community is made "right in the heart of many things
up offour buildings which house going on," such as the construcsingle-bedroom apartments for tion of the proposed stadium.
students. Tower I, the first of He added, "It's quite nice for res- .
four towers, will be the first to idents to know they will be livopen for its residents this Fall.
ing in the midst of all of that, to
Located on ·the northeast be able to walk across to the
side of campus, the community football, softball and baseball
is a part of the highly anticipated games or even a basketball garrie .
convocation project, the future at the Arena ... I think the expecsite of the 10,000-seat Convoca- tation is that we are providing
tion Center, as well as 10,000
square feet of retail space that
PLEASE SEE IMPROVED ON A2

Private parking
garage, retail shops
enhance housing

ILLUSTRATION BY BEN HENDERSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Online facebooks latest student sensation .
Addictive MySpace, Thefacebook improve social
networking, friendship betw~·en Internet buddies
I

set of perils and social mores:
''.Instant messenger completely
changed how people .communicate As more of the college student's work this is the next fad," said UCF student
is being done online, it seems only logical Evan Willis.
Those not among the roughly 11 milthat their social networks are also going
digital..
lion MySpace users or the 2.8 million
Myspace.com and Thefacebook.com, users of Thefacebook have most likely
launehed 'i n 2003 and ,2004 re·spectively, - been pressured by their friends at some
are revolutionizing the way students are point to join.
interacting, complete with its own new
For social dinosaurs still using cell

TRICIA JOHNSTON
Contributing Writer

phones and e-mail, these online "friend"
networking databases are picture-profile
oriented sites that allow the user to do
much more than keep track of who they
know.
'
Thefacebook is essentially a ye;rrbook
with an interactive social networking
interface.
.
Mark Zuckerberg, who created Thefacebook while at Harvard, intended it to
be an extension of the traditional college
facebooks that used simple ID photos
and basic information, The site, at no
PLEASE SEE
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Around Cam~
·News and notices for
the UCF community
'

Justices pushing for process changes
Improvement in quality of student conduct hearings among goals for this year

Last summer publication
The Central Florida Future
will publish its last issue of the
summer next Wednesday. The
Future will return to its regular
publication schedule of Mondays and Thursdays on Aug.18.

Make alasting impression
Career Services & Experiential Learning will host a cover letter and business correspondence
workshop at 9 am. today in the
Student Resource Center Room
185. This workshop Win offer
valuable advice on the do's and
don'ts of business letter Writing
and is open to students, alumni,
faculty and staff:
For more information, call
Career Services & Experiential
Learning at 407-823-2361. ,

Get the job
A one-hour practice interviewing lab will be held at 2 p.m.
Thursday in the ·Student
Resource Center Room 185.
This·lab will review the types
of interviews and their respective uses and will include an in- depth explanation of the func. tiOns of each interview
component. Participants will
learn appropriate responses to
interview questions.
For more information, call
Career Services & Experiential
Learning, 407-823-2361.

Follow the yellow brick road .
UCF Theatre's summer season clos~s with a performance of
The Wizard of Oz at 2 p.m. Sunday at the Orlando · Repertory
Theatre in Loch Haven Park.
This classic story follows
Dorothy and friends on their
journey to find the Wizard of Oz.
For reservations, call the UCF
Box Office at 407-823-1500 or
visit www.ucftheatretickets .com
online.

Pick up graduation tickets
Tickets for summer commencement will be available for
pick-up during regular store
hours Monday through JUly30, at
the UCF Bookstore. Any tickets
unclaimed during this time will
become extras and will be available on a first-come, first-serve
basis beginning at 8 a.m. Monday, Aug. I.
Also, July 25 through Aug. 6 is
the time for graduating students
to pick up their pre-ordered cap
and gown or purchase a cap and
gown if they were unable to preorder.
For more information, call the
UCF Bookstore at 407-823-2665.

Find asupport system
The Counseling Center will
host a support group for stu:dents who are thinking about
changing how much they drink
or use other substances or who
have decided to stop altogether
at 5 p.m. Tuesday in the Student
Resource Center Room 200.
This informal group encourages non-judgmental discussion,
information sharing and supportive interaction about many
issues.
Call Laura Riddle or Dr. Shannon Kelly at 407-823-2811 for
more information.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition.

.

LIVIA JAKOBSSON
Staff Writer

While many students often
carry the burden of protecting
themselves when it comes to
alleged violations of the school's
Golden Rule policy, none of
them has to deal with the burden of protecting ever'f student.
That is except for SGA Chief
Justice Mike Stewart and his fellow justices.
"I try to protect the rights of
the students under the constitution and the UCF Golden Rule,"
Stewart said of his duties as
chief justice.
Stewart has been involved
with the Student Government
Association, as well as numerous other campus. activities,
since his freshman year in
Spring 2004. Stewart has moved
up the SGA ranks as fast as his
interest has groWh in student
politics, and he aspires for more
with the limited time he lias
remaining in his college career.
"I enjoy working on campus," he said "And I want to be .
the students' voice on campus."
The chief justice position is
appointed by the student body
president and Stewart, a junior

finance and real estate law has been a tighter bind on parkmajor, was given the nod of ing availability. "Parking is a
approval by SGA Student Body huge ,issue right now," he said
President Willie Bentley Jr. in '~d it will be, especially with
the large incoming freshman
the beginning ofJtine.
.
Stewart's job is to decide if - class."
the judicial council will hear a
He is hoping the parking
student's appeal or even if a stu- appeals board, which currently
dent's case.is worthy of appeal, consists of a panel of students
as well as any other concerns and faculty, will only consist of
relating to the student govern- the 12 justices who want to conment.
duct better rules.
"If students want to appeal to
"It's in the works right now,
the SGA, I will tell the students . but is set to go through in late
'w hat to do;' he said "But I can August, beginning of Septemalso tell them if we won't hear ber;' Stewart said of his hopeful
the case."
plans to improve the appeal
The judicial council consists process.
of12 justices, including Stewart,
As for now, Stewart and the
and it is also his job overlook justices have their hands full
his c:>ther 11 counterparts.
with a case involving alleged
"One of my main goals [for student cheating. According to
the fall] is to have better repre- Stewart, the case involves 10 or
sentation of justices in the sen- 11 students in an Internet-based
ate," he said. "We should have class, who now are on probation
one or two'at each SGA meeting for cheating.
As there are always a numto make sure the Senate follows
the correct rules:' .
ber ofissues dealing with infracAmong the biggest concerns tions within 'the student .body,
that Stewart and the other jus- Stewart admits that his job can
tices are dealing with right now be stressful since "student conis on-campus parking. He said duct is always an ongoing issue."
A lot of the times a student
that as construction continues
the complaints of students have who is in trouble does not
increased, as many feel there understand that there are differ-

to

ent routes to take, according to .
Stewart.
"Students can come to me
anytime and talk about issues,"
he said '~d I will try to make
them understand the process."
Stewart's ultimate goal is to
run for either vice president or
president of the SGA next
spring.
"SGA as an organization is
very important. Overall, students need to realize how
jmportant it is," Stewart said "I
want to be a good voice;
between students and faculty."
Thanks to the SGA, he· has
learned how to cooperate with
people and how to speak in
front of people.
According to Stewart, he has
also learned the value ofresponsibility as well as a lot about the
judicial process, after student
conduct training and judicial
training, ·anq. he would definitely encourage students to join the
SGA
"There are upcoming positions for justice seats and election commissioners a5 well as a
Senate .election in the fall," he
said. "These are some of the
ways if you want to get
involved"

.Improved security protects µew dorms
FROM

Al

students with what they want
- a community atmosphere
living on campus in the heart of
everything."
Residents of Golden Knight
Plaza will receive special benefits only this community offers,
most notably reserved parking,
as the community features its
· own parking garage.
"Students will have the
opportunity to purchase a
reserv:ed parking spot num~
bered accordingly to them; all
violators will be towed," Novak
said.
Safety iS another impor;tant
issue that is being addressed at
the new hpusing complex. Staff
will be on duty 24 hours a day
with a resident assistant on
staff from 5 p.m. until midnight
and another studen,t staff from
midni~t until 8 a.m. The regular office staff and police patrol

DIANA BOSCH I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The new dorm rooms in the Golden Knights Plaza will offer full kitchens for residents.

will also be working throughout the day.
To ensure the safety of its
residents, Golden Knight Plaza
has its own state-of-the-art

camera system that will monitor activity both inside :and out,
as well as the Personal Lock
System, where residents must
use their UCF ID and a special

PIN number in order to enter
the facility. Students will have a
hard key to be used only to
enter individual bedrooms. If a
student loses the key, it will be
turned off. inup.ediately and
replaced by another.
The apartment floorplans
offered are one bedroom/one
bathroom, four bedroom/two
bathroom
and
four
bedroom/four bathroom. Each
apartment contains a dishwasher in the kitchen space
and Ethernet access, and each
floor has its own laundry room
rather than in a separate building.
Rates for Golden Knight
Plaza are not cheap, but affordable, starting at $7,392 a year for
one bedroom in a 4/2 unit, up
to $8,448 a year for a VI unit.
Tower II ·is now accepting
applications for Fall 2006, and
the remaining Towers III and
IV are scheduled to be ready by
Fall 2007.

Police Beat

Underage fun turns into marijuan~ bust
CRYSTAL SCOTT
Contributing Writer

~

a balcony in building 15
drinking alcoholic beverages.
Joseph approached
the apartment building
m order to make contact
with the residents. After knocking on the apartment door a
few times, a young male
opened the door and stated he
would fmd a responsible tenant. While Joseph waited in the
doorway, the smell of marijua-:na permeated the . air. The
young ,male then closed the
door without locating a tenant,
and Joseph contacted the UCF
Police Department.
. Officer Christopher Gavette
responded to the call, arriving

.~~~~:
'{fA~~')))\\
itfi/ · ffPl;;ijp

A call about possible
nru;cotics. activity at Pegasus Landing at 12:20 a.m. on _
July 10 r~sulted in the arrest of
a 19-year-old male, who resides
at the UCF-affiliated housing
complex. 'f4e defendant was
·charged with possession of
cannabis and drug paraphernalia.
At about 12:15 a.m. Pegasus
Landing RHAP supervisor,
Christopher Joseph, was conducting his routine security
rounds and noticed · several
young adults that appeared
under the age of 21, standing on

"(.if&H!l .

at Pegasus Landing at about
12:30 a.m. and making contact
with Joseph at the defendants
doorway. Officer Gavette
detected the smell of marijuana
stemming from the apartment
and requested that an officiaI
tenant meet with him at the
door. Ellis Loree arrived at the
door and after being asked if he
was indeed a tenant responded
"yes." Officer. Gavette asked
Loree if he or his guest had
been smoking ' marijuana
before he ·arrived, and Loree
responded· "yes" afterward
stating "I only have a little, and .
it's in my bedr6om."
Loree led Officer ·Gavette to
his bedroom in search of the

(entnl 3f=loriba ;future
The Student Newspaper Serving.UCF Since 1968

remaining marijuana. Officer
Gavette noticed three marijuana joints on top of Loree's computer desk and asked who
owned the marijuana. Loree
stated the marijuana belonged
to him, but there was more than
what was visible.
Officer Gavette seized the
remaining marijuana that was
in a small plastic bag located
under the couch cushion.
While Officer Gavette was
securing the seized marijuana,
Loree confessed that there
were four bongs in his room as
well.
Loree was arrested for possession of 13 grams of cannabis
and drug paraphernalia.

Nation &World

•

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Police bfock thousands of Gaza
settlement protest marchers
KFAR MAIMON, Israel Israeli police faced off Tuesday against thousands of Gaza
withdrawal
opponents,
including teens with backpacks and parents with
strollers, who were trying to
march to the nearby Gaza
Strip in protest.
It was the biggest showdown between protesters and
security forces since Prime
Minister
Ariel
Sharon
announced last year he would
dismantle all 21 Jewish settlements in Gaza and four in the
West Bank.
Marchers settled into a
makeshift camp outside the
farming village of Kfar Maimon, 10 miles east of the Gaza
border. Israeli Defense Minister Shaul Mofaz said they
would not be allowed to move
any closer to Gaza, setting the
· stage for possible confrontations.
After a first day of marching Monday and a night spent
in sleeping bags and tents,
demonstrators wrapped in
white shawls held morning
prayers on a dusty lot, swaying back and forth. As the
summer heat intensified, families sought shade under trees
and children,played games.
Police estimated about
7,000 marchers hacl assembled in Kfar Maimon, while
organizers put the number at
more than 20,000.

•

•
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Commander of U.S.Vietnam
forces dies at 91 of ne1turar causes

•

CHARLESTON, S.C. Gen. William Westmoreland
died Monday of natural causes at Bishop Gadsden retirement home, where he had
lived with his wife, said his
son, James Ripley Westmoreland He was 9L
The silver-haired, . jutjawed officer, who rose
through the ranks quickly
during World War II and later
became superintendent of the
U.S. Military Academy at
West Point, N.Y., contended
the United States did not lose
the conflict in Southeast Asia.
As commander of U.S.
forces in Vietnam, Westmoreland oversaw the introduction
of ground troops in South
Vietnam and a dramatic
mcrease in the number of U.S.
troops there. In vain, he
sought permission to engage
enemy forces in their sanctuaries in Cambodia, Laos and
North Vietnam.
Later, after many of the
wounds caused by the divisive conflict began to heal,
Westmoreland led thousands
of his comrades in the
November 1982 veterans
march in Washington to dedicate the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial. ·
Westmoreland
retired
from active duty in 1972 but
continued to lecture ·and participate in veterans' activities.

·•

•

•·

Hurricane Emily batters Yucatan,
heads for Texas, Mexico
PLAYA DEL CARMEN,
Mexico - Hu,rricane Emily
gathered strength Tuesday in
the Gulf of Mexico, threatening south Texas and a second
PLEASE SEE
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Depression

...Are All of Your Days Cloudy?

RISTORANTE ITALIANO
401-365-4114

•
•
•
•
•

Sad, worthless or guilty
Trouble eating or sleeping
No motivation
Difficulty concentrating .
Feeling downhearted or blue

If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be depressed. Dr .Unda Harper of
CNS Healthcare In Orlando, who has conducted over 70 FOA approved cllnical trials, Is
conducting a medical research study for lndlvlduals 18-80 ye·ars of age who are
experiencing the symptoms of depression. If you enter the study, all study-related medical
carewlll be provided at no charge and you may be compensated up to $350 fortlme and
travel.
·
'

CNS Healthcare strives to Improve the llves of everyone experiencing depression. Research Is
.the answer to flodlng new treatment options. Call today for more lnfonnatlon.

407 -425-5100
1-877-926-5100
~cnshealthcare.com
•• ;~5 Cllnleal Neurosdenct SollltJons, Inc.
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High and Low Lights
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1 0°/o DISCOUNT FOR
STUDENTS & FACULTY
Visit our new website at www.DoOrDyeSalon.com
Full Line of Quality Products from REDKEN AND PAUL MITCHELL
?lypofntmrnti 'Rteommc11iclwarE·fo.< ?lcceytcl wliw a\•alla6fo ,....,.
WE ACCEPT VISA & MASTERCARD ~ V~s.t·
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UNIVERSITY SHOPPES - CORNER or UNIVERSITY & ALAFAYA
12263 UNIVERSIT BLVD. • ORLANDO·, FL 3281 °ft!6 407-6S8-212'till
MON 12pm - 8pm TUE~THURS 9um - 8pm FRI 9am - Spm SAV' 9um - 4pm SUN closed'
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*1.9 financing available thfough Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Not available
on 832 or Pha·eton. see Salesperson for Details. oner good through1/31/05.
I

Auto, Lthr, P/Lock, P/Windows, Tilt,
. Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD, Sunroof,
Alloy Wheels, Much More!

Recaro Seats, 18" Wheels, All
Power, Sunroof, CD, And Much
More!

.UCN'f~~TVAi

LEASES248

HUGE SElECTION·

FOR 48 MONTHS ,

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $238 which includes security deposit, PLUSfirst
payment +TT&l. See dealerfor details. leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. °Expires 7/3V05

TURBO DIESEl S
AVAllABlE

~

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $248 which includes security deposit. PLUS first
· payment +TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.Cthru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/3V05

• 4Yr/50,000.Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper.warrantv
. • 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
• 5.Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warra·n1v
\

.20'0 5 GOLF
GL 4DR .

2005 New GTI
P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
. Alarm, Alloy Whe.els & Much More!

Auto, P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt~ Cruise,
Keyless Remote, CD & Much More!

PER MONTH+·
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

*48 mo. lease plu>tax. Tota/due at signing is $268 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment +TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/31/05

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $238 which includes sewrity deposit. PLUSfirst

payment +TT&l. *See dealerfor details. leasing W.A.C1ihru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/3V05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
· • 5Yr/60,000 Mi~e Powertrain Warrantv·

Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys
, and Much More!

$279

HUGE SELECTION Of 20TH ANNIVERSARY
· MODElS AVAllABIE! HURRY WHILE THEY lAST!

2005 NEW BEETLE GL
CONVERTIBLE .

2005 ·ALL NEW
PASSATGL .
LEASE FOR

BIG SElECTIONI

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX PASSAT WAGONS
FOR 48 MONTHS ARE NOW HEBEi

-P/Top, P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
& Much More!

PER MONTH

'

,.48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $279 which includes security deposit, PLUSfirst
payment +TT&l. See dealerfor details. leasing W.A.C 'thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 7/3V05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

.

Go Topless!
l

I

·;(· 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $259. which includes security deposit, PlUS first
payment +TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C thiu Volkswagen Credit.. Expires 7/3V05.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/&o,oo·o.Mile Powertrain warrantv
'

Warranty up to 5 years! See Salesperson for Details. Interest Rates as low as 2.9%. See Salesperson for Details. Expires 7/31 /05

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
~FIRST TIME
~COLLEGE-GRAD
We Can Assist You With:
CREDIT
BUYER

'rs! PROBLEMS

PROGRAM

Drivers wanted~

WI CERTIFIED w/2\'R, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pie-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMEN"TS {Purchase or Lease)

A
~·
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flea World
'

N

4175 S. Hwy 17-92
M-F ·9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11 -6 • .NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

., _,. -.,_, .4 0 7-3 6 5-3 3 0 0 l.___s_ER_v_1cE_D_EPT_o_P_EN_sA_J_uR_Dt\_~_9
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Nation & World

Higher Education

.LSAT

I

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

higher
test scores
guaranteed

California universities offering
legal music, movie downloads
LOS ANGELES - The
University of California and
California State University
systems struck a deal to
offer legal music and movie
downloading services to
curb rampant piracy by students, a newspaper reported Tuesday.
.
The deal announced
Monday with Englewood,
Colo.,-based Cdigix Inc.
would offer the service to
roughly 600,000 students at
13 UC and 23 Cal State campuses, making it one of the
largest contracts since college campuses across the
country began searching for
legal solutions several years
ago, the Los Angeles Times
said.
To give students additional downloading options,
both university systems also
are negotiating with other
music and video providers,
including Napster Inc.,
Sony Corp. and Mindawn,
the Times said.
Now, individual UC and
Cal State campuses must
decide whether to offer the
Cdigix service and how to
pay for it. The company
charges $3 monthly for the
music service and $5.99
monthly for the video service.
More than 50 colleges
and universities in the United States offer legal music
services to their students,
according to the Recording
Industry Association of
America.

Cornell, protesters reach
agreement over parking lot site
ITHACA, N.Y. - The
occupation of a controversial parking-lot construction site ended Monday
after Cornell University
officials worked out a deal
. with protesters.
Demonstrators agreed to
leave the site, after Cornell
officials said they would
move forward with various
plans to enhance the
school's commitment to
more
environmentally
friendly policies.
The deal comes less than
· a week after police issued
more than two dozen tickets Friday to protesters who
refused to leave the site,
where the university will
build a 176-space parking
lot.
Under the deal, construction will proceed without interruption by protesters, according to the Ithaca
Journal. In exchange, the
university will recommend
amnesty
for
people
involved in various demonstrations against the plan,
the newspaper said.
.
Besides the ticketing of
protesters Friday, charges
were pending against
demonstrators related to a
sit-in at the university's
administration building in
~pril.

Cornell's interim president, Hunter Rawlings, visited the site himself Monday afternoon to sign the
deal with protesters.
Some protesters did not
sign the agreement and said
they would remain in the
woods until being forcibly
removed. Cornell University Police arrested at least
three protesters Monday
after the 8 p.m. amnesty
deaQ.line.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Open Mic Night

with Ramez
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Karaoke · ·

SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 5 - 9 p.m.

----No cover---

SMOKERS WElCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Coloni.al Drive • Orlando, Florida
(At 408 & E. Colonial)
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Attend all required classes .or make-up sessions, complete
scheduled tests. and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnosti~
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for f ree or get a
full refund of your tuition:** It's that simple.

GUILLERMO ARIAS I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Alocal man carries a mattress from a Mexican hotel Tuesday in preparation for Hurricane Emily.
FROM
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the next six quarters, the Palo
Alto-based company said
Most of the job cuts will
come in support functions· such as information technology,
human resources and finance
- and the rest will be made
inside busipess units.'
The company said job cuts
in sales po~tions will be minimal, and there will be little
change to the headcount in
research and development.

strike against Mexico after ripping roofs off resort hotels and
stranding thousands of tourists
in the Yucatan Peninsula.
Einily hit the Mayan Riviera
on Monday as a fierce Category
4 storm with 135 mph winds,
causing millions of dollars in
damage. Hundreds of local residents were left homeless, but
no deaths or major injuries
were reported.
. .
The storm weakened dunng Shuttle problems still stump NASA,
the rampage but once back out Discovery indefinitely grounded
to sea it began to strengthen
CAPE CANAVERAL again, developing sustained Nearly a week after a faulty
winds of nearly 90 mph. Fore- fuel-gauge reading halted the
casters expected Emily, a Cate- first shuttle countdown since
gocy 1 hurricane, to hit north- the Columbia tragedy, NASA
eastern Mexico, possibly as. a had yet to uncover any clues to
major hurricane, as early as the problem Monday and put
Tuesday night.
off the flight of Discovery until
Southern Texas was also at least next week.
threatened, and the National
Discovery - indefinitely
Hurricane Center in. Miami grounded since Wednesday's
posted hurricane warnings fuel gauge failure - will fly no
along both sides of the Mexico- earlier than next Tuesday.
Texas border.
NASA may decide to conduct yet another fueling test on
London bombing suspects held,
the shuttle that day or soon
Blair meets with Muslim leaders
afterward, with the external
LONDON - Police round- tank fully loaded with propeled up seven Islamic militants in lants. Such a test could push the
Pakistan to determine whether liftoff even further into next
the London bombing · plot week.
stretched to South Asia, and
If Discovery does not fly in
Prime Minister Tony Blair the next two weeks, then that's
asked British Muslim leaders it until September.
·
Tuesday to weed out extremists
One of four hydrogen fuel
blamed for radicalizing their gauges at the bottom of Discovyoung followers.
ery's external fuel tank failed
Investigators are trying to during a prelaunch test
find out whether any militant Wednesday, forcing NASA to
group or individual provided delay the first space shuttle
three of the four London sui- mission since Columbia's catacide bombers who visited Pak- strophic re-entry over Texas in
istan last year with training or 2003. The postponement came
other assistance in the July 7 just two hours before the
bombings aboard three sub- scheduled liftoff; the sevenways and a bus that killed at member crew was already on
least 56 people and injured 700. board.
Other police officials said on
condition of anonyrility that the College professor surrenders to
seven detained men were from police on child porn charges
two outlawed militant groups,
POTTSTOWN, Pa. - A
Lashkar-e-Jhangvi and Jaish-e- psychology and sociology proMohammed. Both are al-Qaida- fessor surrendered to Berks
linked, and some of their sup- County authorities Monday on
porters have been arrested for charges of possessing child
trying to assassinate President pornography, police said.
Gen. Pervez Musharra£
Donald Dewey Detsch, 58, of
Meanwhile, Blair met two Maxatawny, Berks County, was
dozen representatives of the charged after an investigation
Muslim community to discuss of more than three months,
anti-terrorism legislation his acc·o rding to a ·criminal comgovernment plans to introduce plaint.
this year. The le~ders fear the
Investigators
searched
laws target their community.
Detsch's home on March 31,
seizing two computers and
Hewlett-Packard cuts 14,500 jobs more than 500 floppy disks and
as part of restructuring plan
30 videotapes, most of which
SAN JOSE, Calif. - Com- contained
pornographic
puter maker Hewlett-Packard images, police alleged. One
Co. on Tuesday said it will cut computer was owned by Mont. 14,500 jobs, about 10 percent of gomery County Community
its full-time staff, as part of a College, where Detsch last
restructuring plan designed to taught during the spring 2005
save $1.9 billion annually and semesfer, authorities. said.·
boost business performance.
· - ASSOCIATED PRESS
The job cuts will occur over

SAT/PSAT: Classes Begin, 8/13, 8/17, & 8127
LSAT: Classes Begin 8/23, 8/24, & 10/8
GMAT: Classes Begin 7/26, 9/18-& 11/9
GRE: Classes Begin 8/25, 9/7, & 9/17

World Leader In·Test Prep
and Admissions

•Test name& are registered \rt!demali<s Of tt>elr respectiVe owners.

**To be ellglble tor this offer, you must be enrolled In Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or onllne courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
·
course materials within 90 days.
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COURSE!!!
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g·r eens fee_s with this coupon

Board Certified Allergist
Located on Alafaya Trail
1 mile south of UCF

Monday- _Friday AN.YT/ME!
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S JUST
OVER 1i BUCKS AFTER 2:00pm

~Allergy & Asthma·Center
~ --------of East Orlando
Boyce A. H ornberger, 11D, FAA.AA.I
3151 N. Alafaya Trail, .Ste 103
Phone: 407-380-8700
WW\v.eastorlan c;Ioallergy.com
Additional location in Oviedo

1 ·BOO·KAP·TEST
kaptest.com

STONEYBROOK.

ALLERGIES?

live
Entenalnment
Call tor Into
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or your.rnoney back..

ID Required
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D Community Features .

D Apartment Amenities

,•Townhouse Style
•Individual Alarm-Systems·
• UCF Shuttle
limited
• Ceramic,Tile Entry,
• Basketball Court .
- •.Beach Volleyb~ll Court
·~ Kitchen and Dining
left*
.·Two Swimming Pools ·
• Cable TV w/3 HBOs
• DVD and Video Game Rental
· • High Speed Etherne~ .
·Wireless Internet at the Pool *cau tor details • Hardwood Floors
· · ,. • Utilities Included
• Pet Friendly
t:a11101
Snec1a1s
• 24 Hour Fitness Center

spaces

.(407) 277-4007

....._.......,...__ __... Inerec\ible Amenities

I

Experience
College Life

Individual Leases

with the 2 best
·addresses near

UCF!

Rt>ornmate Matching

,'t..~ t~

9.

C\i.~I•
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ex~ra care to mak~ your busy Iif~ easier.

Every detail has bee~ designed to help ~ou
unwind from a hectic day of studymg and classes. In your free tune you can relax H1 the
sun by the pool or enjoy a game of air hockey or billiards. If the best is what you are
looking for, come to College Station Apartments!

· HIGH SPEED INTERNET
Service in all 4 bedrooms.

~~

No other Internet service required.

lPtm 'f1tmtiiJI/s;

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED

/Jr.m!Efm>{Lmfj~

. Jlm1ii&«mf)~
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WEb.COME. bl©ME

.:Ollege Station Apartments offers the finest i.n student living. Our friendly st.aff wilt take

~
-.
..... ·

I

·

Electricity, water, Jewage, alarm,
security, trash, pest control

FREE SHUTTLE to UCF
No need to drive when you
can ride. Runs every 15 minutes.

~. ~~~:~~

witJt 60+ channels plus I HBO's.

'

• (4;-01) 213-5151 •

www.universityhouse.com
i
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Pegasus Connection aims to build
·freshman camaraderie off campus
Al

first time could be a dangerous
combination. Because Pegasus
campus as possible," she said. Connection is off campus,
"Besides the physical location many freshman will probably
•
of the building and the layouts be more daring than if they
of the apartments, we hope that . lived on campus, where the
there isn't much difference than consequences could be greater.
"If freshmen are running
living on campus."
With reports of Batman run- around naked on campus, I can
ning about UCF's Academic only imagine what they will do
Village in pursuit of unexpect- off campus!"
Although the exploits of
ed naked visitors, some students are wondering exactly freshmen off campus may be a
how this atmosphere will trans- question of speculation, one
UCF fre~hman provided the
fer to an off-campus location.
Shannon Meyer, a peer men- Future with a first-hand
tor with the LEAD Scholars account of what took place
- SHANNON MEYER
Program, spent her first year at early last Sunday morning.
LEAD SCHOLARS PEER MENTOR
UCF in a .freshman-only buildFreshman Brandon Male
ing offered exclusively to LEAD said he was standing in the AcaVillage
courtyard
students. Meyer reflects fancily demic
on how living in LEAD housing between the Nike and Hercules pursuit, Male said.
"[Batman] was running after
made it easy to meet people in housing complexes when he
a new place, and stimulated her · saw a naked male jump off of the naked guy," Male said.
the roof of the Nike Activity "They were following each
academic success at UCF.
However, Meyer also har- Center.
other, and they ran past us like
"It was at least an 8-foot three times in the courtyard."
bors concerns about the alldrop," Male said. "He jumped
Male said the dynamic duo
freshman atmosphere
"Complexes such as LEAD · off ... and was rolling around began .running through the
fountain located in the courtand Honors Housing work well naked on the ground."
After picking himself up, the yard between the Nike and
because the freshmen are generally more mature,'' she said. nude jumper started running Hercules housing complexes
"Putting together a bunch of around the courtyard while · and that ultimately the nudist
young kids .who are free from another prankster dressed as started swimming in a larger,
parental supervision for the Batman followed him in hot deeper fountain inside the Nike
FROM

"If freshmen
are running
around naked
on campus I can
only imagine
what they'll do
off campus!"

housing community.
Nate Green, another resident of Academic Village, also
said he witnessed the pair in the
Nike fountain.
After running through the
small fountain between the two
complexes, Green said, "They
then ran back over into Nike
and jumped into the fountain
and swam a lap around it."
Male didn't believe the
pranksters should be punished
for the episode and reasoned
that they "were just trying to
have a little fun." Male did suspect, however, the individual
"must hav:e been drunk as hell"
in order to leap off the top of a
building naked.
Another UCF freshman
starting classes this fall has concerns about the type of behavior an all-freshman building off
campus might facilitate.
When asked about the unexpected appearance of Batman
on campus, and the concerns
other students have about the
freshman-only building, Nicole
Bamberski replied with a satirical grin that, "I think an allfreshman atmosphere would
be a lot of fun. In fact, I have
my Cat Woman outfit all ready."

Continue your edueallPJJ Oftllne
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· Tragedies affect students differeritly
FROM

Al

Cole died at the hospital, and
•1

Leo remains in a coma

Saettone not only considered
Leo and Cole his best friends,
but also his true family. 'We did
everything together,'' Saettone
said. 'Mer the accident I felt
like I was being punished God
took everything away from me
) in one big bang. I was so sure
that it was a cruel joke and they
were going to jump out from
somewhere and laugh.''
?
' .Sa~ttone has now gone
almost three months without
his best friends, and he considl
ers his life very lonely. ''I still call
their phones," Saettone said "It
says they are disconnected, but I
do it because I still want them to
-..... ) pick up. I would talk to them
daily, and now I have nobody."
\
Saettone was too upset to
a~end Cole's funeral. His only ,
l
wish now is for Leo to awaken
fiiom his coma so they can .
remember Cole together.
"I didn't go to Cliff's funeral
because I didn't want to see him
without Chris,'' Saettone said.
"The only way I get by is think) it)g that he is still around Since I
dl;>n't have anyone to fall back
on, I won't accept his death until
Chris wakes up."
,)
Saettone is not alone. Alex, a
junior majoring in business who
asked that his last name not be
,, used, lost his friend Mike, 18, in a .
late night car accident ;:i.t the end
of May.
,
Mike was returning home
when he saw police lights flash
in his rearview mirror. He had
been drinking earlier in the
e~ and became afraid that
11,ewould be arrested for a DUI.
Withou~ thinking of the two
~sengers in his vehicle, he
decided to flee. When he hit
speeds of 120 mph, he lost control of his Ford Mustang and hit
a median. He then drove into a
o. concrete pole and a tree.
The two passengers in the
vehicle survived the accident,
but Mike did not ''It was a mira. cle that anybne survived at all
because the car was split in

~

.

JESSICA LINDBLAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

This flowered cross was placed in memory of Cliff Cole at the site of his untimely death.
half," Alex said

After hearing about Mike's
death, Alex went into shock. "It
didn't hit me for awhile because
I didn't think something like this
could happen to one of my
friends,'' Alex said
"It didn't seem fair that
someone so young and happy
could die. He was going to go to
college and doing something
great with his life."
Once the shock subsided,
anger settled in. "He wasn't the
only one in the car, and I w~
angry .that he would put the
other passengers at risk like
that," Alex· said. "Knowing it
could have been my own brother in the car with him scared me
a lot"
· Melanie , Boukas, a junior
majoring in,radio and television,
also lost her friend, Katie Morgan, in a car accident at the end
of May.
Mo~ 20, was'on her way
home from a friend's house in
Gainesville when she drove her
car into a ttee. Although medical
examiners
never
announced that she was intoxicated, her friends said she had
been drinking earlier that night

"She was such a good-hearted person,'' Boukas said. "She
volunteered with the Boys and
Girls Club for years and always
seemed happy. We went to
prom together [in high school]
and spent this past spring break
together."
Boukas was in complete
shock until the funeral. "The
first time I cried was at the
funeral," Boukas said. "It didn't
sink in until I was sitting in the
church watching her casket
being wheeled in. When I saw
her family breaking down in
emotion I began to sob."
Car accidents are not the
only causes of death for college
students. This past May, Drew
Harris, a junior majoring in electrical engineering technofogycomputer systems, lost his
friend Sean to suicide.
After a night out with the
guys, Sean, 2\, pulled into a parking lot in Boca Raton and shot
himself in the head with his
father's gun.
Sean, described as a lively
guy with a bright future, gave no
warning that something was
wrong. Because Sean didn't
leave a Suicide note, his friends

Surfers say keep hitting beaches

documentaries on television attacks were recorded in Floriand re-runs of Jaws, it is easy to da. compared with 30 in 2003.
they are usually a sign that see why the public feels the Last year's hurricanes are
sharks are near.
constant presence of sharks.
thought to be responsible for .
· Being aware of your surDaigle, who was killed by a the declining number. Most of
roundings is vital to any regu- shark 200 yards off the coast in - the injuries from those attacks
'' lar beach visitor. Arnold said the Gulf of Mexico in late June, are bites to the ankles and feet.
he "would never make the was the first widely reported
Even though Arnold nearly
same mistake again1" He victim of a shark attack this lost his foot to a shark, his pasignored the 'large nuniber of summer. The other attacks in sion for the sport of surfing has
" bait fish, which should have Florida waters involved an gotten him beyond his injury.
been a clear indicator he was in Austrian tourist and a 16-year- Arnold also owns a surf video
danger.
old boy, w,ho were bitten at sep- production company, Rica SUrf,
Kroungold doesn't feel that arate locations in the Gul£ Both which ·he credits for keeping
l'I the threat of sharks is ap.y · attack victims. have since
him happy during his recovery.
greater than usual, but said that recovered. None of the victims
However, he does find that
"the media is hypirtg it up."
were Florida natives.
revenge is sweet. On a recent
·) . Between the repeated
Statistics show that shark fishing trip in St. Augustine,
reports of shark attacks in attacks are, in fact, down from Arnold caught himself his very
Florida. the saturation of shark previous years. In 2.004, 12 own shark.
FROM
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UCF Dining Services would Uke to congratulate the

•

1

2005 ~Pod winner Kevin Jaworski! . All students
who signed up for a Dimog Membership before May
20th t'eceived $20 Free FlexBucks and a chance to
win an Apple iPod. Kevin Jaworski, a junior at UCF,
was thisyear's~uckywinner!
f

Kevin is excited because he can navv listen to his
music at the gym: "So.many people get meal plan
eachsemester; I couldn't beUeve that~ actually
won .., said K.evtn after receiving his new iPod.
1

are left wondering what drove
hini to kill himself.
"Nothing appeared to be
. bothering him,'' Harris said. "I
was in awe. He was such an animated person who only wanted
to make people laugh. He was
goofy, but also talented and intelligent"
Sean's death.made his friends
realize how important friendship really is. At the funeral,
friendships that had long burnt
out were rekindled
"It brought back a lot ofmemories that I had forgotten," Harris
said "It made [my friends and I]
· close again and we promised to
keep in touch."
Many students experience
the death of a friend while at college, but .each deals with the
tragedy differently. "It may be
that people cycle through different feelings at different times following a loss," Marks said.
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FREE ·

MEMBERSHIP
• Large Selection
of New Releases
·Video Games
•All Systems Available for
Rental
•Adult Movies
·Tape Transfer to DVD's
•International Transfers

407·213·314f
.

.

12215 University Blvd.
(Across from UCF, Next to Domino's Pizza)

Hours: Sunday-Thurs Noon-10
Friday &Saturday Noon-Midnight

Unlimited Rentals
No late Fees
$

o\\\~

19 99

per month

Adult Movies Only

'l"-------------I Rent
$·1ft
U
•

52 FREE Rentals ·

:1 Every Week for 1Year.
With FREE new Membership

+tax

Up to 2at atime

S

I DVDS/VHS 1>\\\~
I

L

for 5Days (5 Day Rental Only)

'

------- ------Rent 2
Games
.~~8 '"'
Some,Restrictions lpplJ. Not ulid wlt~an1 other offer.
limit one coupon p!!familJ,pei 1isn. With Coupon.flpires 8-31-0S.

Some Restrictions lpplJ.Not validwith anJ oth!! offer.
limit one coupon per person, pmisit. With Coupon. E1plres 8·31-0l.

Rent 2 New Releases, Get 3rd New
Release 1/2 PRICE
Includes DVD's

for 5 Days
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Harry Potter and the Half-B/oo(j Prinfe '

f

Tomorrow

"Florida Sweet"
with the Orlando
Philharmonic

PHOTOS BY CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

1

A musical tribute to
Florida's unique environment composed
and arranged by
Daniel Flick. Part of
.the Harry P. Leu Gardens' "Sormds of Summer'' concert series.
407-246-2620

The UCF Bookstore's midnight party for Potter fans featured trivia games, like the one seen above, and craft tables where loyal fans could make their own magic wands and "snitches," which are enchanted golden balls.

.;

Thursday-Sunday

It's n1idnight magic for
Potter fanatics
•

Hundreds of would-be wizards.line up for
UCF Bookstore's book release party for .
the sixth book in J.K. Rowling's hit series

Price war for
Potter book
Booksellers, on line and retail stores, are
marking down the price of J.K. Rowling's
Harry Potter and the Haff-Blood Prince,
the sixth.in the wildly popular series.

RACHEL BAUMBACH
Staff Writer

Dozens of Harry Potter fans welcomed Harry Potter and the Half-Blood
Prince to the UCF bookstore Friday night with a magical book release
party fit for a wizard.
The event, which began at 10 p.m. Friday and ended at 1 am. Saturday,
· offered a midnight release of author J.K. Rowling's sixth book in a fantasy
series that follows a yormg wizard and his friends through their adventures at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. .
Barnes & Noble distributed the books promptly at midnight July 16, at
the price of $17.99, a 40 percent drop from its suggested retail price of
$29.99.
The bookstore staff offered entertainment including a trivia game, ball
toss, tarot reading, craft station and free Polaroid photos for Potter fans of
· all ages during the party. They also held a costume contest, arrd the win~
ner received a free copy of the book along with a poster autographed by
the book's illustrator.
·
·
Melissa Wharton, 23, is a 2004 UCF graduate and now the communitY
relations manager for the UCF bookstore. During the book release party,
she watched over fans who built their own wands from materials that all
PLEASE SEE

HERMIONE ON A9

Current prices in the U.S.
Suggested retail price

$30

Jr,

$29.99

Wal-Mart
. $16.66

Costco
15.99S$1S

Morgan Freeman narrates this simple, but moving documentary about penguin breeding behavior
MATT HEDGECOCK
Variety Editor

Orlando's first-ever
street party wine festival features more than
140 wines, food samples and live music on
Central Boulevard.
407-481-9100.

,,~

Music
Friday

DefLeppard

J

<

\i

Coming off the suecess of her latest
album The First Lady,
Faith Evans brings her
brand ·of soulful R & B
to the House of Bhies
at Downtown Disney.
407-934-2222

Sunday

GBH
Preeminent British
· hardcore-punk band
GBH, still with the
original core trio that
. formed the band way
back in 1983. Performing at The Social. 407246-1599
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CD Reviews

The Arcade Fire
The Canadian
indie-rock band has
re-released their first
CD, this time worldwide. Was it worth all
of the effort? Our
music critic Chris
Bowers takes a listen.

****•

~

Eola Wine
Company MidSummer Pour

Faith Evans

Run, don't march, to Penguins Orlando premiere
a penguin dies or loses its egg. But even without this
additional cuteness factor, March is a remarkable
story in its own right.
Love. Death. Desperation. Survival. Triwnph.
However, as one watches the penguins get buffetJust part of the everyday struggle chronicled in
ed by 70-degrees-below winds, one is nagged by the .
March of the Penguins, which is perhaps the greatest
ever-present thought that there's a person actually
penguin-focused documentary to hit theaters this
fil.J;ning this. The thought is so inconceivable that one
year.
becomes just as eager to :\J.ear the filmmakers' story as
March of the Penguins is the story of·
much as the penguins' story. Alas, the docemperor penguins, the world's largest
March ofthe Penguins umentary is totally devoted to telling just
species of penguin, and the great, seemthe penguins' plight - the filmmakers are
ingly impossible lengths which they go
treated to only a montage of shots during
to in order to breed. As the title suggest,
the opening credits. .
this process involves a grueling 70-mile
Though it was ultimately a wise decision
Director.: Luc Jacquet
walk (penguins are flightless, of course)
to focus entirely on the animals, one can't
. Narrator: Morgan Freeman
. across frozen Antarctic wastes that
help but feel a little unfulfilled at not knowStarts Friday at
they must repeat not once, but multiple
ing the full story. Hopefully this will be recthe Enzian.407-629-1088.
times, often while just at the brink of
tified for the DVD release.
As it stands, the only human presence in
starvation.
Along the way, they must combat killer leopard
the film is Morgan Freeman, who, after War of the
seals, albatrosses, freezing temperatures, .hurricaneWorlds and Million Dollar Baby seems to have
force winds and more than three months of perpetubecome Hollywood's go-to guy for any sort of narraal darkness. 'Usually with a fragile egg or baby chick
tion work. Freeman does a good job, though his voice
tucked up just above their feet.
is ·s tarting to feel a little too familiar after all his recent
It's a simple, yet astonishing and deeply moving
projects.
tale. This is perhaps to the fact that penguins are so
However, none of these issues are very significant,
gosh-darned cute. It would defy even the most heartand March of the Penguins is an excellent nature docless person on Earth to not get a little choked up when
umentary, one that could possibly only be enhanced if
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Saturday

Saturday

Barnes & Noble
(membership price)

UCF student Jett Van Note dressed up a~ the
adventurous wizard-in-training Harry Potter
for the UCF Bookstore's grand unveiling of
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince.

The raw stand-up
comedian, who has
been featured in HBO
and Showtime specials, brings his caustic
style to the Orlando
Improv. 321-281-8000

Fresh frnm their
stint at Live 8, Def
Leppard comes to
Orlando with their
ever-rocking heavy
metal sound. Preforming at Hard Rock Live.
407-351-LIVE

Amazon.com,
Barnes & Noble
$17.99

Looking the part

Robert Schimmel
at The Improv
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Movie Reviews
COURTESY WARNER INDEPENDENT PICTURES

Two penguin mates huddle together for warmth in a scene from March of ·
the Penguins, which premieres in Orlando at the Enzian on Friday.

it had been filmed in IMAX. It's a film that will appeal
to nature lovers everywhere and could perhaps even
become the surprise hit of the summer.
After all, if penguins can endure such harsh conditions every year, then they should be naturals at surviving the summer box-office wars.

Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory
That Johnny Depp
sure is a dreamboat but he's just one thing
to love about the Tim ·
Burton adaptation of
Roald Dahl's classic
book. Allie Schwartz

(~

<;
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Johnny Depp's
creepy, yet kind
portrayal of
candyman Willy
Wonka in Charlie
and the Chocolate
Fartoryisa
distinct diversion
from Gene
,
Wilder's character
in the original
1971 classic Willy
Wonka and the
Chocolate Fadory.
Director Tim
Burton's
adaptation is a
feast for the eyes
with spectacular
special effects and
set design.

)

Upcoming releases
Bad News Bears
Director: Richard Linklater
Who: Billy Bob Thornton, Greg
Kinnear, Marcia Gay Harden
What: The 1976 comedy
classic about a misfit little
league team gets an update
for the new millennium.
Variety predicts: Totally
unnecessary, but could be
fun. Thornton doe.s the notso-loveable drunk comedy
schtick eerily well.

The Devil's Rejects I\

•

Director: Rob Zombie
Wfio: Sid Haig, Bill Moseley,·
Sheri Moon, William Forsythe

·New Chocolate F~ory turns out
-·to be one sweet feast for the eyes
....

through his factory. One by one, the children are
taught a lesson highlighting their biggest flaws,
from gluttony to overcompetitiveness.
When remaking a movie, one fearful question
The Oopma Loompas, who in this version are
always looms - Will it compare to the origlnal, or played by a single multiplied, miniaturized actor,
Deep Roy, are a drastic change from the original.
just mock it?
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, the newest New funky beats, dance moves and pleather outadaptation of Roald Dahl's 1964 book and fits say that they are not that innocent. The
"remake" of the 1971 movie. Willy Wonk11 and the brigade of little people expected as in the old film
Chocolate Factory, positively did not achieve the . · was a mild disappointment, but the special effects
made up for them.
latter.
This darker, creepier version is
·
From the industrial opening
the product of cinematic master- Charlie arid the Chocolate scene, to the flying glass elevator, the
mind Tim Burton and his five-time
Fadory
special effects added whimsy and
sidekick, Johnny Depp. The .collaborealism to the film. They allowed the
ration has achieved a more psychoviewertovicariouslytourthechoco' logically deranged effect, delving
Director: Tim Burton
late factory, taste the candy and fly
into Willy Wonka's childhood and
over the city. Vivid imagery intensiStars: Johnny Depp, Freddie · ·
thus discovering both his loathing
fies the fate of Violet Beauregarde
Highmore, David Kerly.
(Annasophia Robb) and Mike
for parents (a word that does not
Now in theaters.
seem to be in his vocabulary) and his
Teavee (Jordan Fry).
Each character is excellently
love ofrhocolate.
The storyline is much like the original. After 15 depicted. Charlie's quartet of grandparents shines
years in hibernation, Willy Wonka (Depp) decides with satirical humor and familial tenderness. The
to award a golden ticket to five c~dren around bratty children and their parents explode with
the world to take a top secret tour ofhis chocolate authenticity, as if they are clones of the originals,
factory.
while at the same time modernizing their flaws
Charlie Bucket (Freddie Highmore of Finding (Mike Teavee is now a video game addict instead
Neverland) lives in a crooked shack in the shad- of a TV junkie).
Depp depicts Wonka in a completely different .
ows of this colossal factory finds the final ticket
and proceeds to the factory with his Grandpa Joe way than Gene Wilder's 1971 incarnation, and
(David Kelly), a former employee ofWonka who's ' because of that, is able tb make the character feel
equally excited as Charlie. They are accompanied unique all over again. Highmore masters the perby four other children, each of them a horrid brat sona of the original Charlie in a genuinely believ> in their own special way.
able performance.
Wonka, an eccentric and deranged chocolatier
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory was not only
who is at first glance a cross between Andy mystifying, daring and intriguing, it is hilariously
Warhol and Michael Jackson~ guides the tour satirical and ingeniously portrayed.

' ALLIE SCHWARTZ
Contributing Writer

)
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. What: Three psychokillers tear across the countryside while cops follow in
hot pursuit.
Variety predicts: It's a
sequel to the atrocious
House of 1000 Corpses, so
expect more of the same
nihilistic violence and scary
' clowns.
,

Hustle &Flow .
Director: Craig Brewer
Who: Terrence Dashon Howard,
Anthony Anderson,Taryn
Manning, Ludacris
· What: A Memphis pimp
in his midlife crisis puts
together a rap album in one
last attempt to turn his life
around.
.
Variety predicts: Early
buzz on this small film is
strongly positive. It won the
audience award at the Sun- ,
dance Film Festival, so that's
a good sign. · -
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The Island
Director: Michael Bay
Who: Ewan McGregor, Scarlett
Johansson, Sean Bean, Djimon ,
Hounsou ·
·
What: Michael Bay tries
to get smart with this action
flick about a pair of clones
who decide getting carved
up for spare parts sounds
like a bad idea
Variety predicts: Good
cast, but it's still a Michael
B~y film Any smart ideas are
likely to get overshadowed
by explosions left and right.
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Hermione picked as most popular by fans
, FROM A8

Barnes & Noble bookstores
received in a book-release kit.
"We got the same kit that
every other Barnes & Noble
got," Wharton said, "but we
added to it. They · provisJ.ed
wand making materials and
Polaroid film. We turned a
cardboard cut-out into a ball
toss, and we also have a snitch.making table which we set up
on our own."
A snitch, for those who don't
know, is a tiny, enchanted go1d"· en bill that has wmgs. It is
· worth 150 points in the game of
Qridditch, the premier sport of
'the wizarding world, which
means the team that seizes it
first most likely wins the game.
For nearly 10 years, the Potter book series has gained the
loyal following of readers of all
, ages, with the movies attracting
, the same fame starting with the
release of Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone in 2001. Wharton is a huge fan of the charming series and said the whimsical elements are part of what
makes both ·the books and
· . movies so appealing.
'
"Everyone has imagination,"
\

'

.

.

Wharton said about the reason
she thinks such a variety of people love the series. "People like
that fantasy element They can
step away from whatever and
have fun. Everyone can relate,
and the movies are fun to ·
watch."
Applied Mathematics major
Jett Van Note agrees.
"The children like it because
it's something they can relate to
and understand," Van Note, 21,
said. "The adults like it because
it's a good story."
The number of books preordered for this latest installment was more than triple the
release of book five, Harry Potter and the Order ofthe Phoenix,
Wharton said.
"In all, we had 175 people
preorder. a book for the party,"
Wharton saidt "For book five,
we had about 40 pre-ordered."
Of the growing number of
fans she says, "With each movie
you see [the series' popularity]
getting bigger and bigger, and
with each book the number of
fans is getting bigger and bigger."
"I got my sister to read the
books," Van Note said, "and she
never reads.", Van Note said he

prefers the books to the movies
and would recommend that
people read before tµey watch.
"The book goes into a lot more
detail," he said. "I walked out of
the first movie. I thought it was
boring."
Although some readers and
moviegoers tend to disagree on
whether the movies or books
cast a better spell on them, they
do seem tq agree quite often on
one thing - everyone loves
Hermione.
"My favorite character is
Hermione, of course," Wharton
said, speaking about Harry Potter's smart, sassy female sidekick.
Van Note concurred. "My
favorite," he said, "is Hermione
Granger. She's the one I relate to
the most, even though she's a
female."
Harry Potter and the Half
Blood Prince iS still available at
the UCF bookstore for a discounted price, and chances are
they won't be running out any
time soon.
'We have 400 copies in addition to the pre-ordered books,"
Wharton said, "and we will be
getting more shipments next
week."

CD Reviews

about it, for this is clearly still a
band who is discovering who
they are.
However, this is still a· gorgeous display of music at its
Just because
strongest - songs that can be
an album is
new to stores does not neces- equally personal and spiritual,
sarily make it new. Case in quiet yet still powerful. The EP
point, the newly re-mas~ered serves as a tremendous step. and reissued seven-song, self- ping stone to what was one of
titled EP from The Arcade Fire. the strongest debut releases in
, Merge Records is officially , many years, and if you have yet
·releasing the EP (unofficially to listen to either of them, then
released in 2003) on the heels you are doing yourself a huge
, of the band's widely acclaimed disservice.
2094 full-length debut album,
Smallspace
Funeral.
Chances are if you are a fan No Matter
of The Arcade Fire, then the EP,
· unofficially named Us · Kids
Know, is familiar to you. How- ' It happens
ever, if you have yet to give it a quite often that
listen what you will find is a the music of a certain musiband that sounds like they are cian or band is a direct reflecon the verge of something tion of the town they grew µp
huge. All the aspects that made in. Such is inost definitely the
Funeral as strong as it was can case with the band Smallbe noticed here, put there is a , space, whopi on their 1 latest
lcertain unreal~d greatness release, N f! Matter, create

The Arcade Fire

The Arcade Fire EP

*****

***•.

audio images of their Western
Michigan home.
The slow electric-pop rock
coupled with lush harmonies
almost seems to generate
images of barren stretches of
land highlighted with pockets
of industrial uprisings. However, this is a flaw as much as it
is a strength, for the songs do
not take long to start to sound
repetitive.
This is a band that is not
afraid to show its homage to
groundbreaking groups such
as Radiohead and Wilco; but
where these bands succeed is
ultimately where the album
No Matter fails, it is unable to
sound continuously new.
While Wilco has the diversity to pull off an entire album
with no repetition, Smallspace
begins to sound stale halfway
through No Matter. Still, if you
listen hard enough, you might
be able to find a small space in
your heart for Smallspace.
I

-CHRIS.BOWERS
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Streetball fever hits campus
Ballers show off their skills as popular And 1 Mix Tape Tour pays a visit to UCF Arena
- they have a DJ spinning lfi.p-hop, an on court 53 to 51, but consistent power to the hoop from
MC and a game ball named the Mad Game 1000. Team And 1 vv:ould create a more physical secThe atmosphere is a refreshing change from tlie ond half, when Armstrong made an appearance.
This past Thursday UCF students and bas- monotone arena announcers and tired old tunes
"When it's basketball, you don't gotta say
k ball junkies jam-packed the UCF Arena in played on keyboards. The interaction between · much," Armstrong said. He played 25 minutes of
order to catch a glimpse of the popular sports the players and fans is something unmatched in the second half scoring nine points.
p enomenon known as the And 1 Mix Tape any other pro sport.
"They're gonna be flashy with the ball, but
Tour.
To the crowd's surprise, UCF alumnus another thing is they let you play ... it's real phys" Sponsored by And 1 basketball shoes and Daunte Culpepper and former Orlando Magic . ical," Armstrong said. "Out here, it's on"
apparel, the Mix Tape Tour has been off and run- player Darrell Armstrong joined team Orlando
The NBA veteran was matched up with And
ning since 2000, at).d becomes stronger each to witness streetball firsthand.
1 original and streetball legend, Aaron '~O"
year. The And 1 Tour, already in the third season ,
Culpepper played the first half guarded by Owens. AO truly lead by example, playing for
of its own hit TV show, aptly named Street Ball Hugh "Baby Shack'' Jones, and managed to sink more than 40 minutes and leading Team And 1
- which airs on ESPN 2 - has a loyal under- a 3-pointer to help his hometown. However, in scoring with 18 points. AO showed up when
ground following, which is ~ strong example of Jamar "The Pharmacist" Davis put a. dribble the NBA star hit the court.
its authenticity.
·
through Daunte's legs, shaming him to the
· "It's like, if you play chess, and you see Bobby
UCF students and local residents finally got bench.
PLEASE SEE AND 1 ON A11
an up close look at the rebellion ofpro basketball
The first half ended with team Orlando ahead

JUDSON SCOTT
Contributing Writer

GETTING NO

Looking to
the future:
Knights set
for new era

~.,

Conference USA will bring
a host of new challenges
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

Earlier this month the Knights made the jump
to Conference USA In celebration of a new era
in UCF athletics, the Future will be previewing
the Knights' future conference foes throughout ·
the month of July.
Last week we previewed Memphis and Rice.
Check it out on www.ucfnews.com. This week
we will take a look at three more of the Knights'
new opponents.
0

Southern Methodist University
There is already a rivalry in one sport
between the Mustangs and the Knights - and
the two haven't even faced off in C-USA yet.
Brent Erwin, UCF's new men's soccer coach,
was an assistant at SMU for six years where he
handled recruiting and helped to lead the Mustangs to an impressive record.
The Knights will want to do their new co<ich
proud when they travel to Dallas in mid-October ·
to take on Erwin's former team, which is one of
the better teains in the country. Erwin's deep ,
knowledge of his former
team should be helpful
to the Knights.
UCF and SMU won't
square off on the football
field this year, and it
remains to be seen
whether the two schools
will see each other on
the basketball court
Days until UCFfootball's first '
The Mustangs had a
game of the season at South
rough year on the gridCarolina, which will be
iron last season as the
televised on ESPN.
football team compiled a
.,
3-8 record.
SMU played solidly
at home as they compiled a3-2 record in Dallas, but they struggled
on the road with no wins
Days 'until UCFfootball's first
and six losses. The lossC-USA game ofthe season vs.
es were never close,
Marshall.
with the most embar·rassing coming in the
second week of the season when they fell at TCU
44-0.
•
The men's basketball team had a mediocre
year, finishing with a 14-14 record. They were 9-9
in the conference and fell in the quarterfinals of
the Western Athletic Conference tournament.·
As did the football team, men's basketball did
well at home, but struggled to a 4-9 record outside of Dallas.
Jt If the Knights end up facing SMU this year it'
should be a competitive matchup, as both teams,
test the waters in C-USA for the first time.
Another SMU sport to watch is the men's golf
team. L~st year the Mustangs had three golfers·
named to .the All-Region team, and SMU finished 22nd at the NCAA Championship. As ,
UCF's men's golf program matures in the coming
years, SMU will provide some steep competi- '
tion ·
The Knights will travel to Dallas this season
to take on the Mustangs in volleyball. Last year
SMU volleyball finished at 14-14.

I

Taking a look at the programs that are

Countdown to
C-USA

the most underappreciated at UCF

L

ast week ESPN handed out its yearly awards for the top ·
. performers in sports. The most celebrated and most appreciated athletes from around the globe were honored with
ESPY trophies for their achievements over the past year.
Well, that got our hard working sports staff in the office of the Future
thinking- What about those teams and athletes 0-at are.doing great
things and aren't being recognized for it?

There are plenty of unsung heroes in tion of the UCF Tennis Facility, between
the world ofUCF sports, and it would be the Recreation and Wellness center and
wrong of us not to recognize those stars the Nike dorm, making it difficult for
in disguise for their great achievements. · spectators to attend the matches.
They may not be the most popular
Both teams are coming off solid years
sports, and because of that they are as they head into C-USA
The men wrapped
underappreciated, but they still deserve
Jana Mitchell and the UCF
their moment in the sun So here it is, the up the year with an
.volleyball team are one of the
top five most underappreci~ted pro- upset win at the A-Sun
most underappreciated
grams at UCF.
Championship to capprograms in UCF sports.
ture their third consecNo.5: Men's soccer
utive title.
Ask almo!?t anyone on campus and
The women on the other hand strugthey couldn't tell you that the men's soc- gled late in the season, but have a bright
cer team has won the Atlantic Sun cham- future especially on the racket of one of
pionship two straight years and last year's freshman
advanced to the NCAA Tournament.
Anna Yak:imchenkova was impressive
Well it's true, they have, and now as they in her first year as a star for UCF as she
make the transition to Conference USA went 10-5 in singles matches and 18-5
they will be doing it under new leader- overall
ship. New Coach Brent Erwin will lead .
. PLEASE SEE PAYING ON All
the Knights through their toughest ever
schedule this fall, as the Knights hope to
repeat the quiet success they experienced last year in the A-Sun
The team didn't draw large crowds
last year, but they hope for that to change
in the future as they will face bigger
name programs and reach for their ultimate goal to be among the nation's top 25

teams.

•

•
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University of Southern Mississippi
This season the Knights won't be taking on
Southern Miss on the football field, but when the
two teams square of in the future, it won't be easy
for UCF. The· Golden Eagles are coming off a
year in which they faced stiff competition and
were successful for a good part of the season
The Golden Eagles opened up the season at,
Nebraska and promptly embarrassed new Com-

No.4: Tennis (men's and women's)
Both the men's and women's tennis
teams have experienced their fair share
of success over the past few years, but
both programs always seemed to be
overlooked in the world ofUCF sports.
Part of the reason is the obscure loca- •

PLEASE SEE TULANE ON All

,.,

•'

Guess who's back? Tiger, but did he ever really go away?

1'

The slump is officially over.
No, not my recent (bordering on long
terin) streak of bad luck with the ladies of
the greater Orlando area - that continues
without an end in sight. I'm talking about
the trials and tribulations of Elin's husband, El Tigre.
Tiger Woods is back, and believe it or
not, despite the whispers and sometimes
shouts of a slump over the last few years,
he ne.ver really went away.
Now more than halfway through the
PGA Tour season, Woods is looking better
than ever as he is putting together one of
those legendary years in the history of the
game, again Woods dominated the
British Open last weekend at the cradle of
golf, St Andrews, and he left the competition looking like they were still in strollers ·
as he systematically disarmed the h3tlowed Old Course.
The Open was already Woods' fourth

THE EXTRA POINT
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

victory of the seasori, and earlier this year
he ended his Majors' losing streak with a
win at the Masters. Last Sunday, as he held
up· the Claret Jug in Scotland, the thought
"Damn, I can't believe Michael Campbell
actually beat me at the U.S. Open," had to
be gomg through Woods' min?, because if
it wasn't for Campbell's bre.ough performance at Pinehurst, Woods would be

chasing the final leg of the Grand Slam
next month at Baltusrof.
As for the so-called slump, let's take a
look back. For nearly three years the'
naysayers talked about the supposed misfortune that golf's best player over the last
decade has been mired in. In this slump,
which lasted from June 2002 until his
Masters win in April, Woods racked up 10
victories and two PGA Tour Player of the
Year awards. Woods' slump would be a
blinding success for pretty much any
other player on tour.
So now the best golfer in the world,
and probably the best golfer in history,
sets his sights on the record of Jack Nicklaus, who Woods calls "the greatest champion in the history of the game." Interesting that Woods has never referred to .__ .
Nicklaus as the greatest p?,yer in the his;-

PLEASE SEE

WOODS ON A11

Tiger Woods holds
the Claret Jug
after winning the •
British Open Golf
Championship, on
the Old Course at St. Andrews in
Scotland, last
Sunday.
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Paying respect to the
most underappreciated
.,

FROM AlO

Standout Pamela Fernandez
will also be returning for her
senior year as the team's
anchor.

No. 3: Softball

•
•

•

duced arguably the best all
-around season of any sports
program at UCF, but nobody
noticed. so· who's to blame?
Well, more than anything, the
sport of rowing.
It is one of the hardest sports
to watch because the race takes
place over miles of water, and
. there is no way for a spect~.tor
. to really follow the action live.
Rowing may not be the most
exciting sport, put that sho..tldn't take anything away from the
accomplishments that the team
worked so harq to achieve. All
around the team had a great
year, capturing victories at the
Florida Intercollegiate Rowing
Association Championship, the
Petrakis Cup and the Southern
Intercollegiate Rowing Association Championships to name a
few.
.
Rowing deserves all the
recognition it can get, and that's
why they have been named the
No. 1 most underappreciated
athletic program at UCF.

been as successful in· a more
high profile sport.

No. 2: Volleyball
There is absolutely no reason for there to be an empty
seat at the UCF Arena when the
volleyball team takes the floor
this fall. Not only is volleyball a
surprisingly interesting and
high paced sport to watch live,
these girls are good!
The team struggled last year,
but that hasn't been the case
over the last decade. In2003 the
Knights won the A-Sun championship for the 11th time and
then made their second-ever
trip to the NCAA Tournament
Second Round. Hopefully the
team will find some more support this fall as they venture·
into C-USA and face the toughest schedule in the history of
the program.

Thesoftballteamiscoming
off the best year in the short history of the program, and things
are looking good for the future.
But first let's start with the past.
Perhaps the most underappreciated athlete in UCF sports
history was Stephanie Best.
Softball's star over the past
four years was among the most
successful athletes in the history of UCF. She dominated the
A-Sun and was at or near the
top in all batting statistics
throughout her final three years
as a Kriight. She never really got
the recognition she deserved
because softball isn't a high profile sport. Imagine the praise a No. 1: Rowing
player· as successful as Best
This year the ladies -of the
would have received had she , women's rowing team pro-

And 1 stars ·include farmer
pros, playground legends
FROM AlO

Fischer ... you don't wanna be
out there looking like you don't
belong at all," said AO, calm
and reserved after a ll2-108 loss
to team Orlando.
"One, you gotta entertain
the crowd. Two, you gotta
come out with the win; it's two
in one ... that's the hardest

thing," said Grayson "The Professor" Boucher, arguably the ·
most popular member of Team
And 1. Not because he's a small
white boy, but as MC Duke
Tango said, "because he's himself."
The And 1 Tour will run to
the end of August, wrapping up
in Philadelphia, where they will ·
continue on with a full Euro-

pean tour ill the winter. With
their ever-emerging popularity
come critics of the players who~
claim it's only a show, an act
and an exhibition. or that these
athletes aren't real basketball
players.
What does And 1 superstar
Aaron ''.AO" Owens have to say
to the critics?
"I'll tell 'em to call you."

Tulane baseball is a powerhouse
FROM AlO

husker Coach Bill Callahan
with a loss on national television.
After starting the season 40 Southern Miss rose to No. 24
in the country as they traveled
.., to Alabama and were beaten
so~dly, dropping them out of
the top 25.
That proved to be a recurring theme. on. the season, as
every time the Golden Eagles
climbed i.J:ito the top 25, they
were beaten. It happened again
two weeks later as they hosted
Cincinnati and fell 52~. The ·
Eagles had a solid showing
against No. 4 in the nation California in their second to last
game of.the season. falling 2616 in Hattiesburg, Miss.
The C-USA schedule for
men's basketball is yet to be
announced. Look for it in late
August, but don't be surprised
if the Knights end up facing the
Golden Eagles. Last year was a
forgettable season for Southern ·Miss ·as they struggled to
an 11-17 mark. Their performance in C-USA was especially
embarrassing as they mustered
only two wins against conference opponents. Out of conference the Golden Eagles were
impressive, posting a 9-3
record.
The Knights should be very
competitive with Southern
Miss on the basketball court,

and if the two teams square off
this year; UCF would have a
good chance to come away
witha win.
Southern Miss' women's
basketball team struggled last
year as well. which should give •
the Knights an opportunity for
a win if the two teams square
off in the upcoming season.

Tulane University
' New Orleans is quite a setting for a university, and
undoubtedly plenty of UCF
sports fans are looking forward
to traveling down to the bayou
in the coming years to watch
the Knights take on the Green
Wave.
This year, however, Tulane .
will be coming to the Citrus
Bowl in Orlando to take on the
Knights. The inidseason
matchup comes on Oct. 22 and
should be Pivotal for both
teams.
Last year the Green Wave
struggled early in the season
but recovered late. Losses at
Southern Miss, East Carolina
and Memphis set Tulane in an
early season hole. However the
Green Wave won four out of
it's last six games to finish with
a record of 5-6.
Tulane's strongest sport is
undoubtedly baseball. Last
year on the diamond the Green
Wave had one of the best years
in the history ofthe program as
they finished the season

ranked No. S- in the country.
Their coach, Rick Jones, was
named National Coach of the
Year by Baseball America in
his 12th year as he guided his
team to 56 wins. The Green
Wave also advanced to the College World Series for the second time in the last five years.
Last year was a disappointing season for the men's basketball team at Tulane, as the
Green Wave will try to get off
to a fresh start this season with
former Maryland assistant
Dave Dickerson at the helm as
the new coach.
Wins in C-USA were hard
to come by last year for Tulane
.as they weht 4-12 in the confer. ence.
The highlight of the season
came in mid February against
UAB when the Green Wave
sneaked by with a 73-76 overtime win, their first conference
victo.ry of the year.
There is no reason to think
that the Knights wouldn't be
competitive with Tulane in
men's basketball.in the future.

FOUR BEDROOMS!
FOUR BATHROOMSJ
FOUR LEASES! ·
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• Bas-k etball Court
. •Sand Volleyball Court
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• 24-Hoilr Weight Room
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• Cable TV+ Premium
Channels (Included)
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• High Speed Internet
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Pick up next week's edition
of the Future when we conclude our previews of C-.USA
schools. We'll be taking a look
at Tulsa, University of Texas at
El Paso and University of
Alabama at Birmingham.
. For all · the latest on the
· Knights' move to Conference
usA, go to www.ucfnews.com.
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Woods is demoralizing opposition again
FROM AlO

tory of the game. I wonder
why.
With his improbable win at
the Masters in 1986, Nicklaus
had won 18 Majors, a record
that few believed would ever
be approached let alone broken. Just four months ago, golf
experts everywhere were ·saying that Woods would need a
miracle to catch Nicklaus.
Now Woods is back on track
and his eclipsing the record ·
seems to be almost certain.
· At 29 years old, Woods has
10 majors, a mark Nicklaus
didn't reach until the age of 31.
Woods is also in far better
physical shape than the pudgy
Nicklaus was in his prime, and
should b'e able to play at least
10 more years of amazing golf
in the prime of his career. '
And the intimidation is
back. As he did in 2000,
Woods looked unbeatable last
weekend, and the best players
in the world took note as they
p)'O.mptly fell off~ face of

the earth on the weekend.
Woods' dominance at St.
Andrews was a reminder to
the second-best players in the
world that no matter how
good they play, they can't beat
Woods.when he's on his
game.
Woods also has a keen
sense for history as he has
won every time Nicklaus has
called it quits at a major
championship for the final
time, which is what happened
again this weekend. On Friday
afternoon. Nicklaus walked
down the 18th fairway lit St.
Andrews for the final time
ever; and come Sunday
.
evening Woods was clutching
his second Claret Jug firmly.
Woods understands the significance of his idol's record.
You may not like Tiger
Woods, and hey, it's understandable. The guy is aloof, a
little more than somewhat
cocky, and at every PGA Tour
stop in America you will find
a fan that alle es that Woods
has treated th,•m like crap. It's

a lot easier to root for other
guys, nice guys, like Phil
Mickelson or John Daly, but at
the end of the day you have to
admit the Woods has helped
the game. Almost singlehand. edly he's made golf cool.
Like him or not - And he's
made it clear that he doesn't
care what you think - Woods
is one of the best that's ever
done it. So come October, if
Woods travels the five miles
from his Windermere home
to play in the shadow of Cinderella's castle at the F\lilai
Classic, go out and watch him.
There will be crowds, and
it will be a large pa.in in the
rear end, but so what? Maybe
35 years from now, when
Woods is walking down that
18th fairway for the final time
at St. Andrews, you'll be able
to tell you.r grandchildren
what it was like to see the
greatest player ever, up close ·
and personal, in his prime.
Andy Vasquez can~ reached at
sports@UCFnews.com
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OUR STANCE

A

Rove should pay
price for leak
.

s the nation's political attention continues to be
consumed by the recent
revelation that Karl Rove was
the source of the leak of CIA
operative Valerie Plame's identity, the heat on President George
W. Bush continues to rise pertaining to his 2004 promise to
fire anyoµe on his s~aff involved
in the infamous leak.
And the heat will keep rising.
With evidence mounting heavily against Rove, who is serving
as Bush's chief political adviser,
the president needs to hold true
to his word to the American
public and senc,i his adviser to
the unemployment line.
Matthew Cooper of Time
magazine has admitted that in
2003 Rove identified former
U.S. Ambassador Joe Wilson's
wife as a CIA ·agent. While that
piece of information doesn't ·
necessarily suggest that Rove
indeed specified Plame as Wilson's wife, it really doesn't make
much of a difference.
·
Anyone with any idea how to
conduct research could almost
definitely Qiscover that Wilson
and Plame are, in-fact, husband
and wife.
Yet this information doesn't
appear to be enough for Bush to
make a decision regarding
Rove's status in his administra. tion or to even hold true to last
r

IJCF 5TIJC7El\IT5 TAKE PRECAIJTION5 FROM RECEl\IT 5HARK ATTACK5

year's promise to fire anyone
one could exi)ect the American
connected to the leak. To the
public to just ignore or forget
such an immense national issue.
president, the only thing this
All cover-ups aside, the fact
revelation seems to merit is an
investigation into the allegations remains that someone needs to
against Rove, as well as whether pay for this unfortunate dismissal of political common
or not leaking the name of a
sense, and the only person who
CIA operative is a crime or not.
has paid thus far is Plame, who
The latter is simply laughable. Ho.w can anyone argue
no longer has a field career with
that leaking the name of an
the CIA It's not fair to Plame
that her career was cut short
active CIA operative is not a
crime? It's borderline treason. It because of a political agenda
against her husband. It's not fair
is a national law that revealing
the identity of an American spy
that Rove's involvement in this
is a felony. If Rove is guilty of
entire ordeal is being brushed
even implying Plame's identity
under the carpet despite the
to a major media publication ongoing and forceful pleas of
and it certainly appears that he . the Democratic Party to bring
is - then he should be done
whoever is responsible to justice.
without a question. The only
investigatio1,1 he should face
No one is calling for Bush's
should be how strong his punhead here and certainly not for
ishment will be - not whether
his resignation. The only thing
his action could be considered a that anyone expects from Bush
is, for once, to do what is
crime.
What's even more disturbing absolutely right and stop trying
is an implication from Democto sugarcoat or downplay everything.
rats that Bush is trying to use
Rove might be the chief
his latest Supreme Court nomination to provide a smokeadviser to Bush, but it seems the
only advice the president has
screen for the Rove situation.
Leaking the identity of a CIA
received has turned him in the
agent is certainly terrible act,
wrong direction.
For once, the president might
but if someone in the B6.sh
administration is even remotely want to stop listening to Rove
trying to cover it up, then that's ·and start taking adfice from the
10 times worse.
rest of the nation.
It's even far worse that anyIt's time for Rove to go.
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OUR STANCE

Student
housing
.
complex
situation
.
.

M

?st student~, upon mo~

mg to a ma1or state umversity; spend most of ·
their time concerned about how
to get along in the first few
weeks without the aid of
parental guidance.
However, in the past few
months it has become more and
more apparent that many students are spending more time
worrying about where they are living.
As residents of student housing and apartments, students at
UCF have been registering a
number of complaints against
apartment complexes, ranging
from frivolous irritations with
parking to inappropriate and
disturbing behavior by maintenance workers.
The Future has reported on a
few occasions about such occurrences and the overwhelming
expressions of distress from students are only growing.
It is the responsibility of the
university and the management
of these student housing complexes, whether affiliated or
unaffiliated with UCF, to provide students the best possible
living experience for the large
sum of money they shell out
each sem~ster in rent.
It is wrong for any student to
feel threatened or violated.in his
or her living environment, and
these complaints need to be
answered. Residents' concerns
are rising and as of now it only
seems they are being ignored.
If an apartment complex
offers certain services, such as

I

I

•
I.

complimentary trash pick-up or. learn at any age that they have
neighbors, and everyone has to
convenient parking, then it
needs to stand by that offer. It's
respect the wishes of their felnot fair for any student to be
low residents.
forced to live in a building that
We're in college to learn how
is littered with overflowing
to become adults, and living in a
trash bags on each floor, por is it community is one of the most
appropriate for student resiimportant steps that any student
dents to have to park five buildtakes in the quest toward adultings away from where they
hood.
actually live.
There will always be time
But while situations like
. and plenty of opportunities to
parking and trash could be justi- have fun, but sometimes these
fied as trivial, the behavior of
events break a threshold of
maintenance workers entering
patience that apartment manstudents' apartments without
agement has for its residents.
It's certainly a double-edged
notice or warning at all hours of
the day is a complete violation
sword, but the bottom line is
of every student's well-being
apartment management and the
and security.
residents need to learn how to
A simple gesture of responsi- work together in order to create
bility from these apartment
a safe and pleasant environment
complexes would be to simply
for everyone.
make a phone call to these resiIf no compromise can be
dents to inform them that a
reached, then there's no point in
worker will be showing up
any residents complaining
between certain hours.
because there will come a time
If the phone or cable compa- when the management will stop
nies can do it for millions of res- listening.
idents in one city; then a mere
All partying and weekend
apartment complex should be
havoc aside, the fact remains it
able to fmd the tim'e to make a
is the management's duty to fulsimple 10-second phone call.
fill the needs of the students
. Just as it is the responsipility
and the promises offered when
of the apartment complexes to
these students sign their leases.
respect the property and safety
If something can't be done
of each resident, it is also the
about the influx of complaints
duty of each resident to act like
and concerns, then the school
an adUlt. Throwing trash ~
must certainly get involved
over a building or throwing parAfter all, the apartment comti~ until the wee morning
plexes can always kick out a ·
hours on a weeknight are not
trouble-making resident, but the·
respectable actions by any
good residents can't kick out the
young adult.
trouble-making.apartment comMany students have yet to
plexes.
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HE'Y, IF YOIJ CAN'T
&E'AT'E'M, JOIN'E'M.
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BEN HENDERSON I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

It's about time someone
gave Burns.his dog days
makes me spend half of my
Every week readers pick
days trying to learn how to
up this glorious paper and
attack the crotches of the
have to put up with Ashley
Hatter and Bull fan dummies
Burns' rants about some
he made for me.
celebrity he doesn't like or
Here's a little unknown
how the Chicago Cubs stink.
fact about good old Burnsy
Well I decided that it's time
that only a few people know:
for him to get a taste of his
One night he and some
own medicine.
friends drove out to Stetson
My name is Allie. I'm
MOUTHING OFF for
one of their oh-so-cute
Ashley's 10-month-old
obnoxious
bar-hops and
puppy that he just adopted
ALLIE BURNS
they were shot down by
last week I'm a lot like Brian
Managing Pup
every Hatter girl within a 10from the Family Guy, only
I'm a chick, and I don't have a drinking prob- mile radius. Even more pathetic was their
lem. But give it some time. After all, look
attempt to pretend to be pizza guys and hang
out at sorority houses. I can't make this stuff
who I'm living with. I just had to put my
paws to the keyboard and let you know a
up.
thing or two about this cocky so-called ediThe fact remains that a guy who makes so
many jokes about other people and then contor.
First thing~ first: This guy thinks he is so
siders a fun night out playing darts with his
buddies Panda Bear and Scotty, or bragging
smooth with women. Reading what he
about his all-time record high ·score on the
writes about female celebrities is one thing,
but some of the stuff he says in the privacy
"Silver Strike Bowling'' game at the Deuce, is
of his own home is downright disturbing.
probably the biggest joke of them all.
He's always saying things like "Kelly ClarkBut hey, who am I to complain? He
son this" or "Kelly Clarkson that" or "Kelly
brought me in and gave me a good home and
Clarkson has really pasty calves in her
he scratches my bu~ now and then so I
videos but she's still kind of hot."
guess he's an OK guy. Granted, li~g with
The guy has about as much of a chance of the nut-job might be a little more bearable if
getting with Clarkson as Lambda Chi does of he didn't snore like a grizzly bear on
getting a house. And he really thinks his
steroids, but I'll learn to live with it. Then
countdown for the Olsen twins turning 18
again, I am having a tough time figuring out
was really funny or something, but you
if my name is Allie or Chick Magnet because
should hear the things he says about
he calls n1e both so often.
Michelle Wie. This guy needs help.
When all is said and done, he's a pretty
He really needs to give his whole devocool dude. We get alop,g really well seeing as
tion to the St. Louis Cardirials a little rest too. we both love eating, sTeeping and scratching
ourselves more than anything else in the
The way he talks you'd swear Tony LaRussa
was fielding a team made'up of popes and
world I guess if I had to pick one guy to live
supermodels. Can someone please remind
with and take care of me it'd be him.
But still, I swear heads will roll if he walks
Burns that I haven'.t seen as much choking as
the Cardinals did against the Red Sox in last
me by the 'Iri Delt house one more time. For
. year's World Series since the last time I
the love of Buddha, Burns, no one lives there
watched a Jenna Jameson movie?
right now! I might be the 10-month old in ·
Senously, does anyone give a hoot about
this relationship, but I think it's pretty obvihow much he hates Stetson and USF? He
ous who has the brains here.
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'What do you think_of the
new Harry Potter book?'
.~

CHRISTOPHER DOWNING

HEATHER ROUKE

Chemistry and psychology

Advertising and public relations

"Harry Potter who?"

"My knowledge of Harry Potter
doesn't go past the first movie."

JOSH WHEELER
Marketing

"I feel that the sixth Harry Potter will
intrigue the masses - and that is.
what sells."
'I
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"I don't know about the book. I am
waiting for the movie to come out."

r

LAUREN WERBIN

MATT ROSSEN

Marketing and law

Micro and molecular biology

"To be honest, I have never been into
Potter. But, I bet they are making a lot
of money."
1

"The latest edition iscaptivating. From
what I've read so far, it lives up to the
high stand~rd of the previous boo~."
.r
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part-Time
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent Homes
22S For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 ForSale:Automotive
350 For Sale: Homes

375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
700 Wol-ship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

AD RATES

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday' - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: ( 407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thur~. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

In Person: Uiliversity Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behincl Chick-Fil-A

First issue:
Each addl issue":

PAYMENT METHODS

STUDENT

HELP WANTED

53
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
·Ad options, upgracjes, and additional discounts available
• Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
• ReaGhing UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
·Classified ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 •· classifieds@UCFnews.com

f'rim HELP WANTED:
~General

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
No experience necessary!
Training provided. Age 18 +OK.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

•

Family run local cafe looking for cooks
& barista's. full and part time breakfast,
lunch, and dinner. Wage plus tips for
both positions. Call 407-647-7520.

Mystery Shoppers

Orlando Harley-Davidsor:i

Needed for work at local stores
No exp reqd/Trainlng provided
Up to $19 per hour
Immediate openings FT/PT
Call 1-888-898-4124

Career Opp0 rtunlties
*Accounting
*Motorcycle Sales
~Rental Counter Sales
*General Merchandise Sales
*Warehouse Associate
Apply In person at
3770 37th St., Orlando
or forward your resume
with cover letter to
hr@orlandoharley.com ·
Visit our website at
www.orlandoharley.com
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NOW HIRING

I

LAYOUT EDITOR &GRAPHIC ARTIST

1

,.

1

LAYOUT EDITOR: QuarkXPress experience necessary. S"'nday and
Wednesday availability to layout the Future during Fall semester.
Must have good sense of design and composition.
GRAPHIC ARTIST: Must have knowledge in Quark, Photoshop and
. Illustrator with part-time weekday availability. Fax resume to
407-447-4556 o'r e-mail: Ben@UCFnews.com.

Cheerleading Instructors to teach
children In Orlando and Winter Park
area, PIT evenings, must have exp.
teaching children & have car, great
payl Call Kristen at 866-273-AAYA
or fax resume to 813-964-8806

COPY EDITORS

FAST CASHlll
FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'.8 " to
5'10". For lingerie photo & portfolio
demo's. Call 407-898-7900.

The Future is always looking for new writers to join our team of journalists. Interested? Stop by the offcampus office at 6 p.m. Thursday night for a writer's meeting, or e-mail newsroom@UCFnews.com for info.

Dance Instructors needed to teach
children In Orlando and Winter Park
area, PIT evenings, must have exp.
teaching children & have car, great
pay! Call Kristen at 866·273·AAYA
or fax resume to 813-964-8806

'Four scholarship positions available for the Fall semester. Editing
experience preferred. Must be available Tuesday, Wednesday
and/or Sunday. For more information, contact Dana Delapi at
newsroom@UCFnews.com.
y

Looking for exp. PIT babysitter for four
month old. 30 hrs./wk. Mon-Fri. 3 to 9
p.m. by UCF area. $7/hr.
Call 407-729-0720.

<!euttal :-floriba :-future I NOW HIRING I
I

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
Fall Semester Beginning Aug. 18 .
Mondays and Thursdays
5:30 • 7:30 a.m. or 10:30 -12:30 p.m.
Truck or SUV helpfuL
E-mail Brian@UCFnews.com

Need a GREAT JOB, great hours, great
pay. Must be clean cut and hard working
with excellent attitude. Nature's Table In
the Cingular bldg. 12150 Research
Pkwy. Is hiring servers. Apply M-F
2-4p.m. Ask for Camille.

Live- lri Nanny, Waterford Area
Free room and board in exchange for a
few hours a day childcare. Salary
available. Call 321 -303-8470.

Childcare in Apopka. Tues/Thurs
8am-5pm, $7/hr. Nonsmoker, own
Trans., childcare exp., Start Aug. 23.
407-814-8449

OFFICE ASSISTANT WANTED
Need PT help for combination of
secretarial and light housework for a
small home-based office near UCF.
$10/hr. Call 203-526-7882 or
407-277-8941.
JAVA DEVELOPER
Expert Java, J2EE, EJB, XML, JSP
Strong object oriented design work
Skills test & sample code review
Email resume to sbrim@goowy.com
r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

i

Graphic Designer Needed

·

for the Central Florida Future
15 to 20 hours per week. Must
have exp. with Photoshop,
Illustrator and Quark.
Flex. hours. Please e-mall
publlsher@UCFnews.com with
resume and availablllty.
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WORK WITH KIDS!
High Energy Students Needed
Saturday Youth Track Programs
Contact Jim at 407-400-ABCD
or info@jetsportskids.com

Customer Service Reps PT
No exp. necessary but minimal
computer skllls a plus. Must be able
to type at ample speed. Located near
Orlando Intl. Airport. Great for
college student looklng for extra
cash. AM/PM positions available. Call
Jon
@ 407-243-6150 ext 2168 oremail: Jnleves@gosafco.com

Wanted Child Care Student
Mon & Tues Afternoons
4/hrs/week, $1 O/hr. Oviedo Area.
Call 407-920-4480
Part-Time
Sales Administration
Keybowl, Inc., the Winter Park
technology company that developed the
orbiTouch Keyless Keyboard, is looking
for a customer-focused individual to build
& maintain our sales database, conduct
direct mail campaigns-, and contact
prospects in support of sales efforts.
Excellent computer skills, with
proficiency with MS Excel, Word and
PowerPoirit a must. Attention to detail
and solid communication skills are key.
Prior sales support experience and/or
familiarity with sales databases a plus.
15-20 hours weekly, flexible. Call
407-622-7774, or email resume to
elaine@keybowl.com

Mature Responsible Female Needed
To assist wheelchair bound student in
routine school activities and basic daily
needs. $8/hr, Tues and Thurs, 9:30 am 6:30 pm. Starting this Fall semester.
Good note-taking, verbal skills reqd,
computer skills. Reliability and
dependability a must. Contact Anna
Meeks at 407-847-0788 or email resume
to purple@kua.net.

XBOXGAMERS
Needed to test new product.
Requires 2·hour session.
For Information call Elaine at
407·622·7774 ext. 24 or email
pete@lntouchcomputlng.com
FIZZ-FOCUS-FUEL GOOD
Looking for serious individuals to market
new energy drink! This product category
did 8.8 billion last yearl Visit our website
www.fuelgoodenergy.com or call
~04·980-9212.

PIT runner needed tor downtown law
firm. Morning and afternoon shifts
available. Must be reliable and have
own transportation. 407-425-0234

Receptionist wanted Part lime in Dental
Office In West Orlando.
No experience necessary
Call 407-656-4702
CAREGIVER NEEDED
For 11-year-old girl entering 6th
grade. Commencing Aug 8th.
Mon-Fri, 4:00 pm-7:30 pm.
Assist with homework.
Reliable transportation reqd,
fuel reimbursement.
Fax resume to 407-644-~414.

Courtesy/Security Officer positions
available for 2nd & 3rd shifts. Licenses
and school costs reimbursed. Great Pay
and Benefits. Lake Buena Vista area.
Good Transportation a must. Fax
inquiries to 407-658·6103
Seeking Child Garing Aid
to assist with communication,
socialization, and school work for a 6
year old autistic child. The family will
provide room and board, and monthly
salary
Contact 386-848-3415 for more info.

Financial services wholesaler In
Oviedo seeks part-time office
assistant. Excellent communication
and computer skills required.
Finance, accounting, marketing
experience or coursework desired.
Call 407-706-0341.

Extra $$ Part time lawn care, for single
family home in Oviedo, looking for
reliable high school or college student
every 7-10 days. All lawn equipment
provided, $55 per month.
Call 561-641-2687.

After School Rec Counselor Needed
Chelle Stack's Brown's Gymnastics
Is now hiring fun, energetic,
responsible statf members
as PT instructors.
No exp needed to apply.
Call today 407·657-8774.

Call for an interview:
Orlando 407·243-9400 •Winter Park 407-673-9700

position for ground level modeling
and promotions company. 20-25
hrs/wk· Call (407) 599-2886
10:00 am - 4:00 pm for interview.

NURSERY WORKER NEEDED
For small Baptist church. 10 mins from
UCF. Must have exp. w/ 0-4 year-olds.
Wed. nights and Sunday mornings,
$40/week. Call Jessica @ 407-923-5335

Leasing Consultant

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

Bilingual Reps Also Needed for the Orlando Location!
. English/Spanish

PIT Sales and Admin. Intern

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
· Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.

Hunter's Ridge Apartments In Winter
Park, for Monday's Friday's &
Saturday's, 20 hrs/wk. No exp req.
$8/hr +comm. Call 407-677-7070

Self Defense Instructors needed to
teach children In Orlando and Winter
Park area. PIT evenings, great pay!
Must have own transportation. Call
Kristen at 866-273-AAYA
or fax resume to 813-964-8806

Classified Sales Rep
Needed for the Central Florida
Future. Must be comfortable making
outbound sales calls. Exp pref.
Earning potential unlimited! Base
salary plus commission.
E-mail resume to
renen@knightnewspapers.com

Collector Position open in the KG!
Collection Dept. Requirements:
1 year Collection Experience
1 year Timeshare Experience
Able to work Flexible hours - 2 nights a
week and Saturdays. Benefits: Hourly
Rate, Monthly Bonus & Weekly Spilt.
Call 407-658-9730 Ext. 11
'
Fax# 407-275-0431

Levy Restaurants is now seeking e nthusia stic
& dedicated individuals t o joi n .our team!

ALL LOCATIONS ARE NOW HIRING:
SERVERS " HOST STAFF • . CASHIERS

We offer competitive wages, great benefits,
flexible scheduling & real advancement oppty's!
Apply in p e rs on daily. from 2 p m -4pm .
Restau rants located a t:
Downtown Disney; 1-4. exit 68.
EO E

WWW.LEVVRESTAURANTS.COM

Earn up to $170/mo.
do:D.atliig plasDla regularly

, •••, ••••,
•••••1••-•
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DCI · iologicals

--------.,

Find out how thousands of students save 1SPECIAL ~10 OFFER 1
New Donors-Bring 1
I this ad for $5 extra on I
I 2nd and 4th donation. I

lives and earn cash by donating plasma I
regularly. Plasma is used to manufacture unique

medicines for people with various illnesses. L------..1

19r00 Alafa!!_~rail, Suite 5~0 • www.dciplasma.co~ • 321-235-9100

-·

..

LINE COOKS • DISHWASHERS

UCFAffiliated Housing

•
"'

Your only choice for off-campus housing! .

.

.

2635 College Knight Court 0 lando, FL 32826

401.384.6800

SPIRIT LAMP·OONS
2

•

Front Desk Assistant needed for apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-9057

Interested in Mak'ing Extra Money?
If you want to supplement your income
Call me @ 407-808-9628. I would be
happy to meet with you.

•
•

•

1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

LAKE HOUSE!
2 Bdrm 1 Bath in Lake Price, 1000 sq ft,
excellent condition. Excellent ski and
wakeboarding lake. Pets ok
$1300/mo Call 407-310-5548
Brand new 4bed/3bath, plus den, 3 car
garage house, in Live Oak Oviedo. Walkin closets, W/D, lawn seriiice, community
has~ gym, pool, playground, tennis
courts. Available August 1st. Rent $f900
plus utilities. Call 407-977-2097
Just Built 5 bedroom
4 full baths Students OK
Avail. Mid-Aug/Sept Rent $2200
Eric 407-489-0877
Brand New 4/3/2 House In Avalon
Park near UCF. All appliances
Included. Rent $1900/Dep $1000 1224 Fox Grove Ct,
Orlando FL 32828
Call 407-616-3615
CONDO AVAILABLE FOR RENT
Less than 5 minutes from UCF.
2/2 condo, $750/mo.
Call Susan at 407-365-4774.

•

.

FREE RENT

.
Cypress Bend/Gated

New 3035 sqft. Home 4BR 3.5 BA W/ loft
in E. Orlando. 2 Story, 2 car garage, ·
walk·i.n closets, inside util, C(!ble/phone
outlets in every rm, all kit. appli., W/D,
lawn care, priv. bath in 2nd BR, 5 miles
from UCF. Only $1750-$1900/mo + util.
Individual rooms avail from $375-575/mo
Avail now! Call tod!!YI 407-249-1417
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
approx. 1 mile from UCF campus
2bd 2ba w/loft, W/D, dishwasher,
patio, pets ok. Avail. August
Hurry, wo'n t last!ll $835/mo.
Call 954-648-6644
UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large
shed. Washer-Dryer.
osb32816@bellsouth.net
3 Rooms for Rent in 4/2 Lake front
home. $450/mo. Includes full utilities,
fully furnished. Located in Casselbury
(15 min away). Contact Michelle
310-809-4493 or quadrun16@aol.com

412 Dean Rd 15 Min to UCF=, 1 min
"'

...

to 417. Huge Master 400 sq ft.
2004/Morrison Model
$1,900 plus Utilities
Anette 407-716-0848
House for rent or lease in· Orlando, FL
east side, 212 completely furnished,
Brand new appliances, Must sign a lease
yearly, $1200/monthly, $300 security
·
• deposit 407-737-3714 or
ksmiller1993@yahoo.com
3 HQMES AVAILABLE
4/2, $1800-$2000/mo.
For more information call 321-331-9438
or email info@ucfrentalhomes.com.
Female Roommates Wanted
3/1 UCF area home. $1125/mo incl util.
Call 273-9045.
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
·Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

... -------------~
2 Rooms for Rent in August, 2005
New, very clean Waterford Lakes
Quiet, safe, internet, cable,
electricity, water/sewage included
., $600 per room. Call Carl 407-538-3394

10 MINUTES TO UCF
2 F roommates wanted. 1 room
$300/mo, 1 $275/mo, both plus
1/4 utlt Quiet 4/2 furnished house.
All house privileges. No pets and
N/S. Lease. Call 407-319-3751.

Roommates Needed!!
Brand new house 1/2 mile from UCF.
4 bedroom 2 bath, W/D, dishwasher,
cable TV In every room, high-speed
wireless Internet, furnished living
room, full kltcnen. This and all
utilities for just $515/mol
Call James at 561-762-8986 or
SoutoEBX@aol.com

Room Avail In the Fall In 3/2 House
Located off of Suntree Blvd (four
lights from UCF on Univ, light
between Rouse & Dean In Suncrest
area). Looking for clean, n/s, person.
No pets. $475/mo Incl all utll, cable,
phone, w/d. Call Steve w/ questions.
407-678-2482 or
klelnst_ 42@yahoo.com

26

Professional couple ·seeks responsible
student roommates. 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $425/mo incl cable TV,
w/d, kitchen, in-ground pool, & util.
Month to month lease. Tennis, basketball
& volleyball avail at rec center.
No pets, family pets on premise.
Call (407) 380-4893 or (407) 737-2871.

Male UCF Student seeking 2 roommates
N/S, M or F to share nice remodeled
3 bdrm furnished house with big back
yard, garage, and W/D incld. In Winter
Park near 14 and Fairbanks. $425/ mo +
1/3 electricitY and cable. 407-678·16~2

·35

1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home, min. from UCF.
Must enjoy yard, lake, internet, cable,
W/D, private room+ awesome small
dog. M or F. Everything incl. $500/mo.
Call Jeff, UCF grad, 407-737-6690.
Details/photos online:
www.thinkcybis.com/room

Roommate wanted. Male or Female, 3/2
bedroom house.1 Room available $450
+1/3 utilities. 1O min from UCF. At night
Call Garrett @407-384-0281
During the day call 954-691-7812

Avalon Park
New 2 Story-Home/ 2005
5 BRs, Still 3 BRs avail.
Luxurious Master $500. 2 Reg. BRs
$400+ Utll. High Sp. Intern. All Appl.
Anette: 407-716-0848
More BRs Avail. Nearby
David: 407-925-7691

1 Room for rent in Regency Park behind
UCF. 5 min drive to school. 2100 sq ft
fenced house, 2 story, 4/2.5. Looking for
Female to rent room and share bath.
Only 2·other roommates in house.
House is furnished except bdrms.
Lease is for Fall and Spring semesters.
Price is negotiable. Call 305-962-2621

LOOK!!!
2 bdrm avail. In a large house close
·to UCF. Includes In-ground pool,
W/D, full kitchen. $350/mo. +
split utll. Call 407-619-5642.
Room for rent in a nice 3/2
condo in Winter Park.
W/D, Private Parking, and Pool.
Call 407-644-1249
for more information.
Room for Rent in Avalon Park.
3 Bedroom 2.5 bath Townhouse.
$550 All-inclusive. Available ASAP
Eric 407-489-0877
Room Avail lmmeditely. Fully furnished,
all utilities included, w/d, internet and
pool. $450/mo. Call' 321-439-1439
Serious Inquires Only!
Rooms in new house. Fu!ly furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll. Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki @ 561-212-6291.

2 Rooms avail in 4/2 house

2 roommates wanted for 4/3 house with
pool. 3000 sq. ft. beautiful property. $363
plus util. Fully furnished with wireless
cable. UCF students call 407-282-4246.
Ask for Ian. Move-in Aug.

close to UCF. Large backyard, hot
tub, W/D, lawn care. Phone, digital
cabl1;1, high-speed wireless Internet &
storage incl. $400/mo. + 1/4 utll.
Call for Info. 321-230-0658.
UCF Area on Dean and University.
2 rms in 4/3, $425/mo including utilities,
lawncare and large lot with fence.
Located in great safe areal
Avail Aug 17. 407-625-0238

ROOM FOR RENT

2 Rooms Avail- $450/mo each

Looking for a 2/2 to share with female in
AugusVSeptember, approx $600 a month
including utitilities.
Carr Shelley at 407-797-3117

3/2.5 Waterford Lakes townhome.
Fully furn, $350/mo plus 1/3 util.
Call Angela at 321-662-8754 .
M/F wanted for fufnished BDRM In 3
bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF. $500/mo Incl. utll,
n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis.
Avail Sep. 1st. Call 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239·6~3-9400.

incl. utll, cable & Internet access.
Security Deposit. 10 min to UCF,
Plenty of parking.
· Call Steve at 407-267-4982.
WINTER PARK AREA
Female roommate wanted for master
suite w/.bath and lake view.
$565/mo incl utll. Avail Aug 1st.
Call Nicole at 407-782-6377.

Site users face risks with
available personal info
dom.
MySpace's
selfdeclared use is to prove the
cost, is restricted to college theory of six-degrees-of-sepstudents with valid school e- aration. The site has also
mail addresses who attend been used for spreading
schools serviced by the site word about little-known
- currently there are 832 bands; advertising for parties
nationwide - and can be and events and as a classified
used to keep track of things page. Student Charles Hogan
lU<e what high school friends said his friends use it to
are majoring in, who they're "check out girls they will
never meet," but many memdating and who they know.
The site is so extensive bers claim they primarily use
that it is being referred to by it to reach new people.
But what is the appeal of a
students throughout Florida
as "Internet crack." Hours virtual relationship? "Typing
are being spent looking has always been easier than
through lis~s of people who talking," student Dominick
are "friends" with so-and- Pirone said.
Extending the computer's
so's roommate, who live in
Brevard Hall, who take AMH multitasking capabilities to
2010 or who listen to Radio- include making friends does
have its benefits.
head.
"I didn't know anyone
The effortlessness of
sending a message, com- when I first moved to Orlanmenting on a friend's "wall," do," student Mary Robinson
the "poke" option - all are said. "Somehow I stumbled
appealing to students want- upon MySpace ·and decided
ing to stay on the mind's of to join. I've met a few people
from MySpace that I considfriends not frequently seen.
"I think people are fasci- er friends to this day.''
MySpace might even be
hated by their peers and the
connections amongst people. changing the very meaning
Surfing through an encyclo- of the word "friend." Knowpedia of your friends can be ing someone personally is
wildly exciting because there not a requirement to view
is so much to learn," said their profile, request them as
Chris Hughes, a spokesper- a friend, leave them comments or send them messon for Thefacebook.
MySpace has even more sages. Members can easily
to offer. Created by Tom have hundreds of profiles on
Anderson, the site is.also free their "friends" lists who are
fictional characters, repreand password protec'ted.
Unlike
Thefacebook, sentations of musicians or
meml;!ers include real people events or real people living
as well as fictional characters thousands of miles away.
It seems that face-to-face
like Superman and Stewie .
9riffin from Family Guy. Per., contact is no longer a
sonalized information fields requirement of friendship by
include "I'd Like to Meet," MySpace and Thefacebook
"Music," and "Heroes.'' Com- standards.
If more arid more people
menting on each others
pages, posting blogs and bul- are maintaining friendships
letins, networking and online, what effect could this
adding friends are among.the have on society's traditional
most popular and time con- system of socialization?
For one, the person on the
suming features.
The motivation for com- other side of the screen is
mitting as much time as rarely exactly who they say
some do to these sites might they are. Besides the everymore than si' ple bore- day possibili IP' of unknowFROM Al

\I

._

I

2 Rooms Avail. In 3/2 .House.
$500/mo lncludes all utilities, cable,
Internet access, W/D, community
pool, and tennis courts. For more
Info call Bobby at 407-973-4751

ingly befriending a 70-yearold posing as a teenager, the
human tendency to advertise
only the best· of himself or
herself must be taken into
account.
"You have the ability to
create whatever kind of personality you want to
embody," Robinson said.
"They lie about themselves,"
student
Toni
Williams said. "They put up
pictures that don't look like
. them. They 'talk' in ways
they wouldn't talk in real
life.''
Another issue for concern: Could an increase in
online socialization influence how people interact in
person?
"I can see it in my little
cousins," student Trish
Morales said. "The younger
generations are getting more
and more socially retarded.
They are becoming a prod. uct of chat rooms and !Ms
and comment pages so that
whe,n it comes time for real
world experiences of talking
and interacting with people
face to face they are like a
fish out of water, and it's sad.''
In addition, there is the
obvious risk involved in
befriending a stranger. A girl
he ·didn't know on Thefacebook found Steven Jenkins.
"She got my screenname
and my cell phone number
off the site and started bothering me all the time, thinking we were soul mates," he
said. "She wanted to meet.
When I told her it seemed
·unhealthy, she got mad and
still wouldn't leave me
alone." Steven has since cancelled his account.
But for most people, Thefacebook and MySpace,
when used in moderation,
are simply tools· meant to
make life easier. To the millions of avid users, the con- venience of finding and
keeping in touch with people
near and far is well worth the
risk.
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By Chat1es Pre1ton

COPLEY NewS SEIMCE

4 7 Norma and Charlotte 20 Bloated barge
21 Baker Sarah
49 Arty headgear
23 Colorado feeder
50 With The, 1940 film
1 Scope leader
24 Keep _ : continue
about a grousing
7 Local weather, to
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
25 Endangered goose
spirit?
Byron
Room for rent in 3/2 house in Oviedo. ·
27 Sacrifice hits
Less than 1O min from UCF. Fenced in
55 Having projecting
12 Shaved a merino
backyard, quiet neighborhood, very
28 Homonym for 12
edges
13 Ectoplasms; spirit
private. $500/mo incl all utll, cable,
Down
56Shapes up
internet, w/d. Available now, no deposit
29
Car buyer's option
14 Spirits of fa.med ·1789 57 Kind of board
required! Short term lease available.
Be Me"
30 "I've
58 Expresses feelings
mutineers?
Please call Stacy @ 407-754-4697.
31 Pasha's kin
16 Mat and pilot leaders
***2 ROOMS ~VAIL IN 4/2 HOME***
32 Stylish
DOWN
11 Appear
5 mlns from UCF. Starting at
33 Lane change
18
Befog
$350/mo Incl water & electric.
marker
1 Pipe down!
19Ankle
Clean & fully furnished.·
2 Domingo, for one
36 Novak's sparring
22 First Alaskan
Contact Joh.n at 904-669-2640.
partner .
3 Puts away
governor
ROOMMATE WANTED
.37 Help wanted letters
4 Stab
26 Nile swimmer
Male/student preferred. 3/2 UCF
38 Futon kin
5 Sound of doubt
27 Ecdysiast
area home w/ yard. $500/mo incl
41 Rowboats
6 Seraglio room
28 Mace a jouster
utll. Semester lease available
42 Plays wheel man
7 Works with rattan
29 Inept spirit?
Call 727-687-9855.
43 Kind of ball
;;;;:::
8 Minstrel's strings
31 Stress
1 rm avail In a 4BD/3.5BA in a huge
45Run-down
9 Irene Dunne's " _
34 Glyceride salt
beautiful lakeside home. 3000 sq. ft.
Ma man
46 Fling bodily
.,.;.:;:;
35 Spirit invited to
Avail In Aug, $405/mo + 1/4 utlls.
48Copycat
1"0 Anagram of
Right behind campus. Ecol) Woods
address a group?
Contact Daniel @ 407-466•1274
49 Whippersnapper
51 Down
391nnuendos
11 Before a tee
50TenC's
~
Roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alafaya . 400rigins
12 Spirits, in a way
51 Buck
41 Farm female
Woods. $485/mo. util . incl., ethernet,
W/D,. cable. No Pets. Avail now. Call
52 Brit. honorarium
14 Rum cake
44 Served perfectly
407-828-2664 daytime or 407-654-4699
53 Woman, for short
15 Loan shark's sin
45 Take care of
after 6 p.m.
19 Wonderland goodies 54 The _ , of rockdom
46 King of the road?

ACROSS

L

Female roommate wanted to share a 212
condo. Only 6 mi. from UCF. Rent
$350+1/2 utilities a month. $100 sec.
Deposit. UCF student preferred, nonsmoking, small pets ok. Call Sarah @
407-671-8184 or 813-629-0697
3/2 House, Fully furnished, Rent includes
utilities and cable, full kitchen, 10 min
from UCF' in Waterford Lakes. Asking
$425/month per room.
Available Aug. 1-15th. Females Only!
Call Halina 407-929-9972
Room Available for F In 312 Home
5 miles from UCF. $400/mo.
Utit,' internet, cable, phone, w/d,
all house prlvlleges Incl.
Call 407-797-7737.
UCF Senior looking for 2 male
roommates for Alafaya Woods
house. $400/mo plus utilities.
Call Neal 321-431-1708
2 Rooms Availiable in 4/2 Home
$350/mo plus util & $350 deposit.
Less than 5 mins from UCF:
Great neighborhood. Unfurn rooms.
M or F. Avail Aug. 1st.
Carr 407-928-5431 or 407-488-4960.
Female looking for nice, clean roommate
to share 2/2 condo in Ventura Country
Club. Guard gated, fully furn bdrm, util,
high speed internet, cable incl. $500/mo.
Call 407-384-6244 for more info
Female roommate wanted ASAP for
August 6th. $545/mo Includes
everything and free shuttle access.
1st month free. Near UCF.
Call Ellen @ 727-688-0349 or email
lrlsh_danzer@hotmall.com.
· UCF area - 1o mins. away. Female only.
$450/mo including everything.'
N/S only. Available in August:
Call 609-654-8582 or email
kellyroop@hotmail.com
3 F NS roommates needed in gorgeous
4/2 home. 2.5 mi. from UCF. $500/mo.
all Inclusive except split electric, + pool at
club house, screened porch, 2 car gar..
furn. except bedrooms. Avail. 08/05.
Please call Elena at 561-718-8980 or
saphire0924@msn.com.
Room Available In Townhouse
Female preferred. 5 mlns from UCF.
Full kitchen, w/d. $350/mo plus half
utll. Call 954-254-2493

Crossword presented by

Discounted Rent at Pegasus Pointe
Save $15/mo, $455 incl all util, ethernet,
cable, w/d, fully furn, free parking sticker,
and shuttle. No move in fees. Pools,
tennis, and basketball courts. Call Jesha
941-661-3038 or
geisha2138504@ yahoo.com
First Month Rent Free in 4/4 at Pegasus
Connection. No fees, rent $485.
M or F, avail immediately. All utilities
included, fully furnished. Save $20/mo,
contact ucfhermione@gmail.com

Addison Place Apts. Available
immediately! -Dec. 1bed/1 bath 651 sq. ft.
$495/mo, $60 application Fee, $200 ,
Deposit. Free Shuttle Bus, Free Water,
Sewer, Trash, and Pest Control Call
407-736-0135
Private bed & be avail n1>w In furn
212. $535/mo Incl all utll, ethernet,
wld, free shuttle, computer lab, and
pool. Lease Incl 27" flat-screen tv for
the year. Call 407-770-7687.
Save $25 a month by subleasing at
Pegasus Landl'ng. Male or Female, 3/3
$510/rnonth, utlls. Included. Can move In
lrnmedlately. Wiii pay all move-In fees.
e·mall moody1421@aol.com
for more details.

Apartments
l & 2 Bedrooms

.ASK ABOUT .
OUR SPECIALS!
407-657-0011

Pegasus Connection Bed & Baih Avail
Immediate availability in 2/2 apt. All util
and internet incl. No move-in fees, first
month free. $595/mo. Lease from Aug
'05 to July '06. Call Danielle at
863-860-6218 or 863-648-0083.

See solutions on page A7

Move In Today and Save $1362!!
1 bdrm In 4 bdrm apt in Pegasus
Point. $455/mo ($15/mo off regular
lease.) No move in fee (regular
$450). Parking decal included ($50).
July rent free, Aug. rent half price.
Lease ends July 31, 2006. Call:
352-799-0127 or 352-796-3855

Private Music and Voice Lessons ·
Most Instruments.
Lake Underhill and Rouse Road Area.
.
Call 407-447-7272

Comfortable L·seat sofa w/ two end
tables and coffee table, $500 obo.
Small microwave, $:20.
3 cubic ft mini fridge, $70.
Or $80 for both. PERFECT FOR
DORM. Black table w/ glass top &
fixtures, $100 obo. Email for pies
stephany_esplnal@yahoo.com.
Call Stephany at 954-554-8323.
Computers, printers, office
chairs, and desks for sale.
All In near new condition.
Call 407-257-4992
USED FURNITURE SALE
Some scratched or water-stained,
some perfect. All comfortable &
functional. Sofa $75, recliner $75,
futon sofa/bed $185. Also many
shelves, desk, tables, and more.
'Call 407-352-2709.

$330 move in fee+ 1/2 1st months rent.
Sublease College Sta1ion Apartment.
Fully Furnished, electric included, w/d In
apt:, basic cable and high speed Internet,
Your own bdrm and bath. Contact
mvsvam@msn.com or Sandy at
770-827-8059.
Roorn In ·4/4 at Pegasus Landing
$510/rno. W/D, utilities and cable
included. Sign up before July 31 and
save $250 off 1st month rent and no
security deposit! Call 813-323-8027

Heather Glen

UCF Area Homes For Sale
Call for free list of homes In the UCF
arel!. We speclellze In finding UCF
students their first home, for free.
UCF alumni Nick Phllltps/Mark
Falsetto KW Realty 407-810-7622

WWW.ORLANDOELITE.COM

WE LOVE OUR JOB!
Up fo $80k/yr commissions.
LEADERS CAN EARN
Up to $200k/yr commissions.
We offer:
*Wealth building for you
and your family
*Free qualified leads
*Immediate weekly cash
*Monthly cash bonuses
*Fast track to advancement
*Stock ownership program ·
*No MLM
Call Monday only 10am-5pm.
407-363-6900
www.rleblanc.mw-career.com
CA2160784339
Frustrated? Need Assistance?
Term Paper Help?
Call our professionals. With over 20
years exp, meeting your research and
writing needs. Toll Free 1-888-345-8295.
www.customessay.com

GREAT GUITAR LESSONS!!
You take home CD recording of every
lesson plus written materials. Listen to
me play at
http://groups.msn .com/billtheguitarist
then call for a lesson 407-365-1190

Love products from The Body Shop? Our
new division brings the· store to your
door. Call, Karla 407-748-6999, to host a
Girls' Nile Out, or to learn more about
our business opportunity.
tancutie407@aol.com
Junk-2-Dump. Clean out shed/garage.Rental properties, Appliances, Yard
trash, Remodel, six days a week
Call Richard 407-568-2858

Dedicated to UCF Students/Families
Real Estate Needs. Avalon Realty
Call Eric Voss 407-489-0877
Email: ucfrealtor@yahoo.com
Condo for sale near Waterford Lakes.
Move In rnld-July. 3 units avail.
1,2, and 3 bedrooms.
Eric Voss w/ Avalon 407-489·0877
3bd/2ba mobile home for sale In
Deerwood Park, screened In porch
located In Orlando. $38,000
Call 321-504·7899

Sky Dive Space Center
Florldas Highest Jurnps. 15k -18k. 4 or
more get a discount! 35 min. frorn UCF.
1-800-823-0016, skydivespacecenter.com
Place your ad In minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 ore-mall your
ad to classlfleds@UCFnews.com

ISUBLEASEI $475/month

1bed/1 bath In 4/4 Pegasus Landing
available AUG 11 lease for fall& takeover
possible! UCF Shuttle Serv, Gym,'Trash
Serv, Pool Contact Shylo 407.497.5018
Fm roommate wanted In Pegasus
Landing. Avail In Aug, ends July '06, no
move-In fees. $495/mo, utlls incl. Will
pay $100 towards rent for first 4 mos In
'05. Carr Jackie@ 407-362-2956 or
321-768-1971.
2002-2003 Rates, 1bd/prlvate bath In 212
apartment, only $525 arr utilities I ,;luded.
Free shuttle to UCF, W/D, 24 hour
computer lab. Call 407-341-5857

(entral 1toi-iba :htui-e
Barber Zone
University Blvd. & Dean Rd.

Donatos

Alafaya Tri. & lake Underhill Rd.

Planet Beach Tanning
·

Waterford Lakes Town Ceriter

Call 407-447-455 If you would like to be
Included among th se local establishments

,
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Fresh Pork
Country Style
Spare Ribs

Sweet

Juicy Peaches

Boneless Beef
London Broil
Steak

Fresh
on the Vine
.Tomatoes

98
lb. .

Fresh Baked ·
Cinnamon Rolls

True Alaskan
Wild Caught
Salmon Fillets

lb.

Catfish
Nuggets

8-ct., Select Varieties
From Our Bakery

ea.

c

Gwaltney
Bologna
1

Sweet Ripe
Mangos

lb.

Fresh .
Blueberries
1 Pint .

ea.

Miller Lite,
MGD or lcehouse

Pe~si,

Diet Pepsi
or Mt. Dew

18-pack, 12 oz. Bottles
or Cans, Limit 2

2 Liters, Select Varieties ·

ea.

·Limit 3

Zephyr
Large Eggs
1 Dozen,
Grade A

\Dgs·•••low Prices Everyday!
su9et Sall
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Riglll To limit Quantities

.

, RAIN CHECK: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock~ advertised merchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a R Check will be Issued enabling you to buy the item at the advertised priC'(as soon as~ becomes available. Savings may vary. Check pri!'Sf8g for details. We reserve the right to limit quantitps. Please, No Sales to Dealerp.
AVAILABILITY: Each of these advertised items is require{i to be readily available for sale at or below the advertised price in ea1n Albertsons store except specifically noted in this ad.@ 2005 Extreme Ind. Super Saver and the Super Saver logo are trademarks owned ~y or licensed by Extreme Inc. All Rights Reserv".'.'j
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